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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes two separate computational chemistry projects. The first 
project is a study of constant bond dissociation enthalpy ratios, and the second project 
is a study of the rearrangement and fragmentation processes on the singlet potential 
energy surface of the [HJ, B, C, Ft system. 
G2 and G2(MP2) enthalpies have been calculated for isoelectronic AB2 systems 
with singlet-linear, singlet-nonlinear, triplet-linear, and triplet-nonlinear electronic 
states and geometries, and for isoelectronic AB systems with singlet and triplet 
electronic states. For these systems, A = B-, Ar, Ga·, C, Si, Ge, N+, P+, or As+, and B 
= 0, S, or Se. The calculational results show that the ground states of both the AB2 
and AB systems are singlets. The G2 and G2(MP2) procedures give essentially the 
same bond dissociation enthalpy ratios D0 m(AB2) I (2 D0 m(AB)). The bond 
dissociation enthalpy ratios follow the order: cation (average 0.66) < neutral (average 
0.76) < anion (average 0.86). There is also good agreement between the calculated 
and experimental results for the neutral systems. 
The singlet potential energy surface of the cation [H3, B, C, Ft has been 
investigated in detail usmg MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ, QCISD/aug-cc-p VDZ and 
QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZ methods. Ten minima have been located, including two 
hydrogen-bonded structures and six structures with a non-terminal fluorine atom. 
Some of these isomers may have double bond character. Most of the possible 
fragments have been examined using MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ and QCISD(T)/aug-cc-
p VTZ methods, and the products CH3 + + BF were found to be most stable. 
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A. Constant Ratios of Bond Dissociation Enthalpies and G2 
Ab Initio Study 
Reproducing experimental data and making accurate predictions of 
thermodynamic data of unknown or unstable molecular systems has long been the goal of 
quantum mechanical chemistry. Gaussian-2 (G2) is one of the methods that can fulfill 
this goal. Proposed by Curtiss et al. 1, G2 has proven to be a reliable and efficient tool. 
The enthalpies of formation of 148 molecules were calculated by the G2 method and 
compared with experimental data, yielding a 1.58 kcal/mol average absolute deviation 
and an 8.2 kcal/mol maximum deviation.2 The assessment of the G2 method for the 
computation of ionization potentials and electron affinities used a set of 146 molecules, 
and resulted in a 0.06 eV average absolute deviation for both the ionization potentials and 
electron affinities.3 The accuracy of the G2 method has also been verified by applying it 
to investigate the activation energies and reaction enthalpies of hydroxyl reacting with 
methane, ethane, propane and isobutene.4 The average absolute deviations from the 
known experimental data are about 1 kcal/mol for both of these energies. 
As a result of its high accuracy, G2 has been widely used in a variety of areas 
since its inception. In combustion and planetary atmospheric chemistry, a systematic 
study of the insertion of CH (methylidyne), a reactive radical, into PH3, H2S and HCl at 
the G2 level has been performed. 5 In a study of the deprotonation reaction between CH3X 
molecules and ·cH2X free radicals, the G2 method has been used to provide geometric 
data and thermochemical data, such as gas-phase acidities, electron affinities, various 
1 
dissociation energies and heats of formation.6 In combination with available relative 
experimental data and some uncertain experimental results, G2 data were used to 
determine the absolute heats of formation of CHCI, CHF and CCIF by Poutsma, Paulino 
and Squires.7 The standard enthalpies of formation in the gas phase for some organic 
compounds have also been examined by ab initio theory at the G2 level. 8 The G2 
computational results were assessed to be very reliable when compared to the avai lable 
experimental data. 
The G2 method also has its deficiencies. Schulz, Smith and Radom have reported 
that this method is quite unsuitable for predicting the heats of formation of some oxides 
and hydroxides that contain third-row atoms, e.g. K and Ca. Some of the errors are as 
large as 100 kJ/mol.9 Minor corrections including increasing the optimization level from 
HF to MP2 and removal of the additivity approximation improved only some of the 
computational results. Assessment of the application of G2 theory to compounds 
containing the third-row atoms Ga-Kr by Curtiss et al. also resulted in less accurate data 
than its application to compounds containing fi rst and second-row atoms. 10 In order to 
improve the accuracy of G2 theory for systems containing third-row atoms a set of 
modifications was made, including improvement of the basis set utilized for the geometry 
optimizations from 6-31G(d) to 64l(d), spin-orbit corrections and core-related 
corrections. 10 Since these modifications were applied only to systems with third-row 
atoms, this approach was pretty inconvenient and inconsistent when applied to systems 
with first, second and third-row atoms in the same project. Due to this limitation, G3 
theory was proposed by Curtiss et al. 11 It uses larger basis sets and includes a spin-orbit 
correction term, a higher level correction term, and a core correction term for all atoms. 11 
2 
The average absolute deviation from experiment for the enthalpies of formation of 148 
molecules containing first and second row atoms is 0.94 kcal/mol, compared to 1.56 
kcal/mol for G2 theory.11 The average absolute deviation for molecules containing the 
third-row non-transition elements K, Ca, and Ga-Kr is 0.94 kJ/mol, compared to 1.43 
kJ/mol for G2 theory.12 
Since G3 is a relatively new and computationally more demanding theory and 
further accuracy assessments are still needed, we chose G2 and its derivative methods for 
our calculations. 
Bonding with carbon is probably one of the most common chemical processes, 
especially in organic chemistry. Although not been studied as thoroughly as C-H, C-0 
and C-S bonds are still two important bonds of strong interest to chemists. A study of the 
structures and energies of the X-C(=O)OH, X-C(=S)OH, X-C{=O)SH and X-C(=S)SH 
compounds, where X represents CH3, NH2, OH or F, showed that the bond dissociation 
energy of C-O(H) was greater than C-S(H) by about 30 kcal/mol. 13 The X group attached 
to the carbonyl-like C just has a weak effect on the relative strength of these two bond 
dissociation energies. It was also reported that the bond dissociation energy of C=O is 
stronger than that of C=S by about 40 kcal/mo!, and the calculated atomic charges and 
bond orders confirmed that a double bond to oxygen had a much larger effect on the 
attached carbon than did a single bond to oxygen. 
A recent study reported the calculation of accurate bond dissociation enthalpies 
for thirty compounds containing bonds particularly important in free radical organic and 
bioorganic chemistry, including the C-S bonds in H3C-SH, H3C-SC2H5 and the C-0 
3 
bonds in H3C-OH, H3C-OC2H5, Ar0-CH3 and ArCH2-0H. 14 C-X (X=F, Cl and Br) bond 
dissociation energies have also been studied in haloalkane molecules.15 
O'Hare and coworkers have investigated 16 the thennochemical energetics of B-A-
B and A-B species, where A = C, Si, Ge (group 14) and B = 0, S, Se, Te (group 16). An 
interesting relationship between the bond dissociation enthalpies of the B-A-B and A-B 
systems was observed in this work. It was found that if the bond dissociation enthalpy of 
a B-A-B molecule is divided by twice the bond dissociation energy of the corresponding 
A-B molecule, a nearly constant value of 0.8 is obtained. 
In this work, we not only theoretically verify the above experimental observation 
for the ground state neutral systems, but also explore the ratio values for the analogous 
excited state systems. Stable structures have been located on both the singlet (ground 
state) and triplet (exited state) surfaces. G2 and G2(MP2) energies have been computed 
to obtain the bond dissociation energies and ratios. In order to explore the possibility of 
extending this phenomenon to other groups, we have researched the isoelectronic cations 
in group 15 ~, P+, As+) and anions in group 13 (B-, Ar, Ga-). 
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B. Rearrangement and Fragmentation Processes on the 
Potential Energy Surface of the [H3, B, C, F]+ System 
Gas-phase ion chemistry is an extensive field with many applications and 
implications in various branches of chemistry.17 Because of the ability of molecular ions 
to undergo substantial rearrangements in the gas phase, gas-phase chemistry is used in 
many areas and has been greatly developed in the past two decades. 18• 19 The hydrogen 
shift process, which connects different isomers on the potential energy surface (PES) of 
reactants, is one of the typical gas-phase rearrangements. However, perhaps the most 
distinct characteristic of the rearrangements is that the molecular ions so generated are 
stable species even though the corresponding neutral counterparts are not stable at alI.20 
Using gas-phase ion chemistry, researchers have done a lot of work to get 
thermodynamic data such as proton affinities and heats of formation for molecules that 
are difficult to obtain by other means. 21 Many novel species have been generated and 
quantitative ion chemical models have been derived to describe trends in reactivity and 
explain reaction mechanisms. 21 
Boron has a diverse structural chemistry.22 The chemical characteristics of stable 
boron-centered radical anions R3B • - have been intensively investigated because of their 
isoelectronic relationship to neutral methyl radicals.23 Similarly to diamond, boron 
compounds such as cubic boron nitride, boron carbide and titanium diboride, have low 
densities, high melting points, and considerable mechanical strength and are chemically 
inert. They are one of the hardest and most abrasion-resistant materials, so they can make 
11 d . . . 24 exce ent wear- an corros1on-res1stant coatings. 
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The physiological activity of boronated biomolecules has been studied for many 
years. 25 One of the first examples of this type of investigation is the use of boron neutron 
capture therapy (BNCT) for cancer. Subsequently, a series of boron containing molecules 
was found to have anti-hyperlipidemic activity in laboratory animals. Small boronated 
molecules, such as X-methylamine, (X = 0-3) boranes, carboxyboranes and cyanoboranes 
were initially screened, and the carboxyboranes and cyanoboranes showed significant 
reduction in serum cholesterol levels. 25 
The boron-containing systems (BH, C, Nr, (BH, C, 0) and (BH, C, Ft have been 
investigated by ab initio theory with a double-zeta basis set augmented with polarization 
functions and diffuse functions on the non-hydrogen atoms (DZP(p)). 26 Both cyclic and 
acyclic systems with B-C and B-X connectivities were examined for both singlet and 
triplet states. Structures were optimized at the MP2 level and single-point energies were 
obtained at the CCSD, CCSD + T(CCSD) and CCSD(T) levels.26 Numerous isomers of 
the fonn (BH, C, Nf, (BH, C, 0) and (BH, C, Ft have been found through the study: 
three-membered rings accompany chains, and both singlets and triplets appear with 
abandon.26 
Recently, the potential energy surfaces (PES) of numerous systems have been 
investigated with ab initio molecular theory at the second-order Moller-Plesset 
perturbation (MP2) and Quadratic CISD levels.27·28·29·30·31·32 Sumathi et al.27 utilized 
MP2/6-3 l l ++G(d,p) and QCISD/6-311 ++G(2df,2pd) calculations to examine the 
stationary points on the quartet and doublet PES of (CtLSt, on the triplet and singlet 
PES of (CH3St, on the doublet PES of (CH2St, and on the singlet and triplet PES of 
(CHSt. This study presents almost complete data of the transition-state geometries and 
6 
barrier heights for the isomerization, radical dissociations, and molecular eliminations of 
the (CH0 St (n=l -4) systems on various electronic surfaces. The PES qualitatively 
explains the observed reaction kinetics. Several minima have been located on the HF/6-
3 lG(d,p) and MP2(full)/6-31G(d,p) PES of SiC2F+, SiC2H2F+, SiC2HF2 +, SiC2F/ .28 
The replacement of the hydrogen atoms in cations SiC2H/ (n = 1, 3 and 5) by fluorines 
has a dramatic effect on the relative energies of the various isomers. As the number of 
fluorine atoms in the cation is increased, the preference for structures containing Si-F 
bonds also increases. The PES of the [HC102] system has been investigated at MP2/6-
311 ++G .. and MP2/6-311 ++G(2df, 2pd) levels of theory.29 A fairly complete study of 
the transition-state geometries and barrier heights for the isomerization, molecular 
elimination, and direct hydrogen abstraction channels on the [HC102] PES is obtained. 
The PES of the reaction between chlorine atom and ethylene has been examined at the 
MP2/6-31 G( d,p ), Becke3L YP/6-31 G( d,p ), QCISD/6-31 G( d,p ), MP2/6-311 +G( d,p ), 
MP2/6-311 ++G(3df,3pd), and MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ levels.30 The geometries obtained 
with different basis sets are rather similar but for the case of structures involving van der 
Walls systems in which, quite large geometrical variation lead to relatively small energy 
change because of the flatness of the PES. The use of QCSD basis sets tends to provide 
greater stabilization energies and lower barrier heights than MP2. The CCSD(T)/cc-
p VTZ and QCISD/6-31 G• level of theory have been used to investigate the PES of the 
reaction of acetylene(Ac) with its radical cation Ac·+.31 Once Ac and Ac·+ have 
approached to less than about a 3 A center to center distance, spin and charge begin to 
delocalize and the complex collapses smoothly to the cyclobutadiene radical cation via a 
linear complex and/or cyclopropenylcarbene cation. The PES for the BHmCln system has 
7 
been characterized at the MP2(full)/6-3 l G(d) level.32 Four transition states for chlorine 
abstraction by H from BCl, BH2Cl, BHCii, and BCb have been found. These reactions 
appear to involve three simple classes: bond cleavage, radical abstraction, and insertion 
reactions. 
To our knowledge, the system [H3, B, C, Ff has not been examined previously. 
In our research, both cyclic and acyclic systems have been optimized with both MP2/aug-
cc-pvDZ and QCISD/aug-cc-pvDZ methods for singlet states. Single-point energies at 
the QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZ calculational level have been calculated for both sets of 
equilibrium structures. Ten minima have been found on the potential energy surface, 
including some hydrogen-bonded structures. We have also looked for some of the 
transition structures for interconversion between the minima. Most of the possible 
fragments of these ions have been calculated with the same methods, including all of the 
possible one, two, three atom systems and some of the four and five atom systems. 
8 
METHODS 
Decades ago computational chemistry techniques were utilized only by experts who 
were extremely experienced in using such tools, but today they are easily utilized by any 
chemist because of the development of graphical interfaces and "user friendly" software. 
A. Computational Chemistry 
Computational chemistry is usually defined as a mathematical description of 
chemistry that is sufficiently well-developed to be automated for implementation on a 
computer. Only a few aspects of chemistry can be calculated exactly, but almost every 
aspect of chemistry has been described by a qualitative or approximately quantitative 
computational method. These qualitative or approximately quantitative computations can 
give wonderful insight into chemistry. 
Computational chemistry is being widely used in many ways. One important way is 
to model a molecular system before it is synthesized in the laboratory. Although 
computational models may not be able to give the exact answer, the results are usually 
good enough to rule out 90% of possible compounds as being unsuited for their intended 
use. As we all know, synthesizing a single compound can take months of labor, require 
expensive reagents, and produce toxic wastes. 
The other important way computational chemistry is used is in understanding a 
problem more completely. There are some properties of a molecule that are obtained 
more easily computationally than experimentally. For example computational chemistry 
allows one to readily visualize molecular bonding and structure. Therefore, more and 
9 
more experimental chemists are employing computational chemistry to achieve a better 
understanding of the compounds synthesized in the laboratory. 
B. Fundamental Principles 
1. Energy 
The concept of energy has been widely used in science. The lower the energy, the 
more stable the system. That is, the most stable molecular structure corresponds to the 
most negative energy. Thus, by analyzing the energies of systems, it is easy to determine 
which systems have the higher probability to exist. 
2. Quantum Mechanics 
Quantum mechanics is the study of equations that describe the behavior of electrons. 
Ideally, quantum mechanics can predict any property of an atom or molecule exactly, but 
thus far, only one-electron systems have been solved exactly. Many approximations have 
been developed for examining multiple electron systems. 
The Schrodinger equation is one of the most important equations in computational 
chemistry. It is given in equation 1. 
H\f' = E\f' (1) 
Here, fI is the Hamiltonian operator, the wave function 'I' is a probabilistic description of 
electron behavior, and E is the energy. 
This equation is also called an eigen equation. \f' is the eigenfuction, and E is the 
eigenvalue. 
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The time-independent Hamiltonian operator A is the combination of two operators, the 
A A 
kinetic energy T and potential energy V operators (equation 2 and 3). In equations 2 and 
3, the particles are both the electrons and nuclei. 
A A A po~es v:_ + po~tS """' qiq j 
H = T+ V=- Li Li Li 
2 mi i<j r ij (2) 
a2 a2 a2 
\7~ = - + -- + - -
' ox~ ~.~ Oz~ 
' vy, ' 
(3) 
Where: 
\7~ is the Laplacian operator acting on particle i 
mi is the mass and qi is the charge of particle i 
rij is the distance between two particles i and j 
Once a wave function has been dctennined, the energy of the molecule can be 
calculated (equation 4). 
<E> = f \f• H\f (4) 
<E> is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian operator and is also called the variational 
energy, which is always greater than or equal to the exact energy. 
3. Hartree-Fock Theory 
Hartree-Fock theory is the most widely used ab initio method. Two of the 
primary approximations of Hartree-Fock theory (HF theory) are the central field 
approximation and the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximation. 
11 
In the central field approximation, when the electron-electron repulsion is 
calculated, only the repulsion between the specific electron under study and a smoothed 
out average electron density is considered. No explicit electron-electron repulsion 
interactions are evaluated. 
In the LCAO approximation, the wave function is formed from a linear 
combination of selected one-electron basis functions (atomic orbitals). The most 
frequently used basis functions are combinations of Gaussian-type orbitals. 
4. Moller-Plesset Perturbation Theory 
As a result of the central field approximation, the HF method does not account for 
electron correlation. One way to correct for this limitation is via Moller-Plesset 
perturbation theory. The Moller-Plesset perturbation theory introduces a general 
Hamitonian formula as in equation 5. 
A A I\ 
H = H o+J..V (5) 
" " flo is the zero order term, V is a perturbation operator and J.. V is the perturbation 
part applied to flo. 
A A 
According to the assumption that V is a small perturbation with respect to Ho, the 
" 
wave function and energy can be expressed as a power series in V (equations 6 and 7). 
(6) 
(7) 
By setting A.=1 and truncating the above formulas to first order, second order and 
fourth order, we get Hartree-Fock theory, MP2 theory and MP4 theory, respectively. 
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So for HF theory, the wavefunction and energy can be expressed as: 
'I' = 'l'(O) + '1'(1) (8) 
E = E(O) + E<1> (9) 
For MP2 theory, the wavefunction and energy can be expressed as: 
'I'= 'l'(O) + '1'(1) + '1'(2) (1 Q) 
E = E<0> + E<1> + E<2> (11) 
Finally for MP4 theory, the wavefunction and energy can be expressed as: 
'I'= '1'(0) + '1'(1) + '1'(2) + '1'(3) + '1'(4) (12) 
E = E<0> + E<1> + E<2> + E<3> + E<4> (13) 
5. The Quadratic Configuration Interaction Technique 
The configuration interaction (Cn method uses an even higher level of treatment 
of electron correlation than MP4 to get more accurate results. 
a . Configuration Interaction 
The configuration interaction procedure uses multiple determinants. The CI wave 
function is based on the HF wavefuction and new determinants are made by promoting 
electrons from the occupied to unoccupied orbitals. Configuration interaction 
calculations are very accurate, but require enormous amounts of CPU time. 
A full CI calculation is a configuration interaction calculation with all possible 
excitations. A full CI calculation done with an infinitely large basis set approaches the 
exact quantum mechanical result. But full CI calculations are rarely done due to the huge 
amount of computer resources needed. 
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b. QCISD and QCISD (T) 
A QCISD calculation is a Quadratic CI calculation that includes single and double 
substitutions, but no triples correction. A QCISD (T) calculation includes the triples 
correction. 
6. Basis Sets 
A basis function is a mathematical description of a one-electron orbital that is 
linearly combined to form a molecular orbital. The set of basis functions provided is the 
basis set used in the calculation for a particular molecular system. If the basis functions 
are <l> 1, <l>2 , <l>3 , · · • · • · <l>0 , then a molecular orbital 'l'i can be written as: 
Several types of basis functions have been used in these projects and all of them 
are constructed from gaussian-type atomic functions that have the general form: 
(14) 
In equation 14, 
-+ 
r is composed of x, y and z, 
a is a constant determining the size of the function, 
and c depends on a, l, m and n. 
Often the basis functions are expressed as linear combinations of gaussian 
functions. For example, an s-type basis function can be written as: 
(15) 
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Here the dµs are coefficiencts, and the & are primitive gaussians. 
The Gaussian program package provides a large range of pre-defined basis sets. 
These basis sets include different numbers and types of basis functions. Larger basis sets 
perform more accurately since fewer restrictions are placed on the locations of the 
electrons. The best basis sets correspond to the best approximations that can be achieved. 
a. Minimal Basis Sets 
A basis set is labeled a minimal basis set if it includes only the basis functions 
required to hold all of the electrons in the isolated atom and still maintain overall 
spherical symmetry. 
For example, the minimal basis set for carbon would include only the following 
basis functions. 
C : l s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2p2 
b. Split-valence Basis Sets 
A split-valence basis set is larger than a minimal basis set since at least one basis 
function is added for every valence orbital. 
For example: 
C: l s, 2s, 2s', 2px, 2py, 2p2 , 2px', 2py', 2p2 ' 
The primed and unprimed orbitals have different sizes. 
c. Polarized Basis Sets 
Polarized basis sets are formed by adding basis functions of higher angular 
quantum number 1 than those occupied in the isolated atom. It allows charge 
polarization, which moves the electronic charge away from the nuclear centers. 
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For example, d-functions may be added to the basis set for carbon, f-functions for 
transition metals and p-functions for hydrogen. 
d. Diffuse Functions 
Diffuse functions are s and p basis functions of larger size. They are needed to 
obtain accurate results for systems with electron density far away from the nuclear 
centers. 
7. Notations of Basis Sets 
The notations of basis sets can be illustrated by a simple example. Considering 
the MP2/6-31 l +G(3df, 2p) basis set for carbon, MP2 means carry out a second order 
perturbation calculation. The number before the dash provides information on the core 
orbitals. The number after the dash provides information on the valence orbitals. The 6 
means six gaussian functions are used to describe the core orbital (1 s). The 3 means 
three gaussian functions are used to describe the 2s and 2p orbitals. The first "l" 
indicates one gaussian function is used to describe the 3s and 3p orbitals. The second " l " 
indicates one gaussian function is used to describe the 4s and 4p orbitals. The "+" 
indicates one diffuse s-function (5s) and one set of diffuse p-functions (5p) have been 
included for the nonhydrogen atoms. The first set of numbers and letters in the 
parentheses refers to the number and type of basis functions with l 2:. 2 on the non-
hydrogen atoms. The second set of numbers and letters in the parentheses refers to the 
number and type of basis functions with 12:. l on the hydrogen atoms. 
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CALCULATIONAL DETAILS 
As mentioned above, under the central field approximation the correlation 
between the motions of electrons in a system is inadequately treated, particularly for 
electrons of opposite spin. In some cases, the effect of neglecting electron correlation is 
too large to ignore, and it is necessary to use a higher level of theory than Hartree-Fock 
theory to achieve accurate results. One such theory is G2 theory, which combines a 
number of the electron correlation methods discussed above. 
A.G2 
G2 theory is an advanced version of GI theory, which was developed by Pople 
and coworkers16 one decade ago. As discussed earlier, G2 theory has been shown to 
reproduce atomization energies, ionization energies, electron affinities, gas-phase 
acidities, proton affinities, heats of formation and bond dissociation energies to within 10 
kJ mor1 for many species. 16•33 
The G2 procedure is carried out by following steps. 
Step 1. The geometrical structure is optimized at the HF level (HF/6-3 11 G(d)). 
Step 2. The geometrical structure is reoptimized at the MP2 level (MP2/6-31 1G(d,p)) 
and harmonic vibration frequencies are obtained. 
Step 3. The zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE), thermal corrected energy, enthalpy, and 
Gibbs free energy are calculated at the MP2/6-3 l l G( d,p) level. 
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Step 4. The energies E(QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p)), E(MP2/6-311G(d,p), and E(MP4/6-
31 lG(d,p) are obtained by calculating the QCISD(T,E4T)/6-311G(d,p) single-
point energy. The correction tenn ilE(QCI) can then be detennined (equation 16). 
ilE(QCI) = E(QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d,p )) - E(MP4/6-3 l l G( d,p )) (16) 
Step 5. The energies E(MP2/6-311 +G(d,p)) and E(MP4/6-3 l 1 +G(d,p)) are obtained by 
calculating the MP4/6-3 l l +G(d,p) single-point energy. The correction tenn 
ilE(+) can then be detennined (equation 17). 
ilE(+) = E(MP4/6-31 l +G(d,p)) - E(N1P4/6-311G(d,p)) (17) 
Step 6. The energies E(MP2/6-31 l G(2df,p )) and E(MP4/6-311 G(2df,p )) are obtained by 
calculating the MP4/6-3 l l G(2df,p) single-point energy. The correction tenn 
6E(2df) can then be detennined (equation 18). 
6E(2df) = E(MP4/6-311G(2df,p))-E(MP4/6-311G(d,p)) (18) 
Step 7. The single-point energy E(MP2/6-3 11 +G(3df,2p)) and the correction term 
6( equation 19) and energy E( combined) (equation 20) are calculated. 
6 = E(MP2/6-3 l 1 +G(3df,2p )) - E(MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) - E(MP2/6-31 l +G( d,p) + 
E(MP2/6-3l1 G(d,p)) 
E(combined) = E(MP4/6-311 G(d,p)) + 6 E(+) + 6 E(2df) 
+ 6 E(QCI) + 6 
(19) 
(20) 
E( combined) corrects the MP4/6-311 G( d,p) energy with the terms from steps 4, 5, 
6 and 7. 
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Step 8. A final factor called the "higher level correction" (HLC) is added to reduce the 
error in E(combined) (equation 14) due to the remaining shortcomings of the G2 
calculation. HLC is chosen to yield correct values of E( combined) for the 
hydrogen atom and hydrogen molecule (equation 21 ). 
HLC = -Ana - Bnp (in millihartrees) (21) 
where A= 4.81, B= 0.19, and na and np are the number of a and p valence 
electrons respectively, with na ~ np. 
Step 9. The total molecular energy at 0 K Eo is evaluated (equation 22). 
Eo = E( combined) + ZPE (22) 
Here E( combined) is the energy that the species would have if the nuclei were 
fixed at the coordinates corresponding to the bottom of the potential well, and 
ZPE is the zero-point vibrational energy. 
Step 10. Finally, the G2 energy is calculated (equation 23). 
G2= E(QCISD(T)/6-311G+(3df,2p)) 
= E( combined) + HLC + ZPE 
=Eo+ HLC 
= E (QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d,p))+E (MP4/6-3ll+G(d,p)) 
+E (MP4/6-3 l l G(2df,p))-2E (MP4/6-3l1G(d,p)) 
+E (MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p ))-E (MP2/6-3 l 1 G(2df,p )) 
-E (MP2/6-31 l +G(d,f))+E (MP2/6-311G(d,p))+ HLC+ ZPE (23) 
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B. G2(MP2) 
G2(MP2) theory is slightly different from G2 theory since none of the MP4 
calculations are performed. Compared with G2 theory, G2(MP2) takes fewer 
computational steps but gives essentially the same results. The G2(MP2) energy is 
calculated with equation 24. 
G2(MP2)= E(QCISD(T)/6-31 l G(d,p) + E (MP2/6-31 l +G(3df,2p)) 
- E (MP2/6-31 1G(d,p))+ HLC+ ZPE (24) 
C. Bond Dissociation Energy Ratios 
The following equations are utilized to calculate the bond dissociation energy ratios 
D0 rn(AB2)/2D0 m(AB) or D0 m(AB2 j /2D0 m(ABj. 
For the AB2 systems, equations 25 to 28 apply. 
AB~A+B; 
AB2 ~ A+2B; 
D0 rn(AB2)= E{A) + 2E(B) - E(AB2) 
D0 rn(AB) = E(A) + E(B) - E{AB) 
For the AB2± system, equations 29 to 32 apply. 
AB±~ A±+B; 
AB2± ~ A±+2B; 
D0 rn(AB2±)= E{A±) + 2E(B) - E(AB2±) 
D0 m(AB±) = E(A j + E(B) - E(AB±) 
The ratios are given by equations 33 and 34 












Ratio = D0 m(AB2 *)/2D0 m(AB*) (34) 
D. [H3, B, C, F]+ Calculations 
Many different connectivities for atoms in the [H3, B, C, Ft system have been 
considered. The following steps have been carried out for each connectivity as well for 
each of the fragments. 
Step 1. The geometrical structure is optimized and vibrational frequencies are calculated 
at the MP2 level (MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ). The energy E(MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ) and 
thermal correction to the energy are obtained. 
Step 2. The energy E(QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZ) is evaluated by doing a single-point 
calculation with the equilibrium structure obtained in step 1 (MP2 level). 
Step 3. The geometrical structure is optimized and vibrational frequencies are calculated 
at the QCISD level (QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ). The energy E(QCISD/aug-cc-
p VDZ) and thermal correction to the energy are obtained. 
Step 4. The energy E(QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZ) is evaluated by doing a single-point 
calculation with the equilibrium structure obtained in step 3 (QCISD level). 
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RESULTS 
A. Constant Ratios of Bond Dissociation Enthalpies and G2 
Ab Initio Study 
Tables 1and2 give the MP2/6-3 11G(d) optimum bond lengths (in angstroms) and 
bond angles (in degrees) for both singlet and triplet AB2 species (A= C, Si, Ge, B-, Ar, 
Ga-, N\ P+, As+; B = 0, S, Se). In Table 1, the molecules have been forced to be linear 
and some of the linear triplet species are unstable, i. e. they have an imaginary frequency. 
In Table 2, the molecules have been forced to be nonlinear and in this case several singlet 
and triplet species have imaginary frequencies . For both the linear and nonlinear 
systems, symmetric and asymmetric geometries have been tried. Table 3 gives the 
MP2/6-311G(d) optimum geometries for both singlet and triplet AB species. 
Tables 4-6 present the MP2/6-311G(d,p), MP4/6-311G(d,p), QCISD(T)/6-
31 lG(d,p), MP2/6-3 l l +G(d,p), MP4/6-3 l1 +G(d,p), MP2/6-3l 1G(2df,p), MP4/6-
31 l G(2df,p ), and MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) single-point energies for both singlet (linear and 
nonlinear) and triplet (linear and nonlinear) AB2 species. These energies (in units of 
hartrees (au), lhartree = 627.5 kcal/mol = 2626.5 kJ/mol) are used to calculate the G2 
and G2(MP2) energies (equation 23 and 24). The corresponding single-point energies for 
the singlet and triplet AB species are listed in Tables 7-9. 
Tables 10-12 give the zero-point energy corrections (ZPE\ enthalpy corrections, 
HLC and calculated G2 and G2(MP2) energies for both singlet and triplet ABi species. 
The data for both the linear and nonlinear species are reported. The ZPE· , enthalpy 
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corrections, HLC and G2 and G2(MP2) energies for the singlet and triplet AB species are 
listed in Tables 13- 15. All values are in units ofhartrees. 
Tables 16-18 give the calculated bond dissociation enthalpies (equations 27, 28, 
31 and 32) for both singlet and triplet AB2 and AB species based on the G2 and G2(MP2) 
energies. Only the most stable geometries (among the singlet-linear, singlet-nonlinear, 
triplet-linear, triplet-nonlinear) for each species is included. Enthalpies are in units of 
kJ/mol. Table 19 reports the calculated ratios of the bond dissociation enthalpies 
D0 m(AB2)/(2 D0 m(AB)) (equation 33 and 34) based on the data in Tables 16-18. The 
experimental data available for the neutral systems have also been included in Tables 16 
and 19. 
Figure 1 is an energy level diagram illustrating the HOMO and LUMO of the AB2 
and AB systems. The orbitals for both the linear and bent B-A-B triatomics are given in 
the figure. 
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B. Rearrangement and Fragmentation Processes on the 
Potential Energy Surface of the [H3, B, C, F]+ System 
Tables 20-23 give the energies at 0 Kand the enthalpies, entropies, and Gibbs free 
energies at 298 K for the system [H3, B, C, Ft. Ten minima have been located on the 
potential energy surface. The molecules are numbered in the order they were found. 
Structure 2 is most stable and structure 5 is least stable. As mentioned above, both cyclic 
and acyclic systems have been optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and QCISD/aug-cc-
p VDZ levels of calculation for singlet spin states. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZ single-point 
energies were then computed for both sets of equilibrium structures. Table 20 provides 
the data for the MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ energies based on the MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ 
optimization (MP2/aug-cc-p VDZJ/MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ). The QCISD/aug-cc-
p VDZ//QCISD/aug-cc-p VDZ, QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZ//MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ, and 
QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZJ/QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ energies are collected in Tables 21-23. 
The energies are in the units of hartrees. 
The analogous set of energies for the fragments is listed in Tables 24-27. The 
fragments examined include all of the possible one, two, three atom systems and some of 
the four and five atom systems. 
Tables 28-31 give the relative energies, enthalpies, entropies and Gibbs free energies 
for the ten stable structures. The energies are in units of kJ/mol. 
Tables 32 and 33 list the combined total energies of all of the possible products of the 
fragmentation reactions. The MP2/aug-cc-pVDZJ/MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ energies are 
reported in Table 32, and the QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ energies are 
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reported in Table 33. The energies have been calculated only for the ground state of each 
fragment. 
Table 34 gives the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimum bond lengths (in angstroms), 
bond angles and dihedral angles (in degrees) for the ten stable structures. The 
QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ optimum geometries are presented in Table 35. Tables 36 and 37 
give the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimum geometries for the fragments. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the relative enthalpies and Gibbs free energies of the ten 
stable structures. The ten stable structures found for the [H3, B, C, Ft ion are illustrated 
in Figure 4. 
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DISCUSSION 
A. Constant Ratios of Bond Dissociation Enthalpies and G2 
Ab Initio Study 
1. Geometries 
All of the triatomic molecules and ions (AB2 systems) that we examined have 
sixteen valance electrons. In the first set of calculations, all of the AB2 systems were 
forced to be linear, and they also turned out to be synunetric (Table 1). That is, all of the 
linear AB2 systems have D00,, symmetry. In the second set of calculations, all of the AB2 
systems were forced to be nonlinear (Table 2). For this set of calculations, all of the 
singlet systems but only some of the triplet systems are synunetric. Keeping the A atom 
or ion unchanged, the A-B bond lengths follow the order A-0 < A-S < A-Se. Keeping B 
unchanged, the A-B bond lengths increase as A goes down a column in the periodic 
chart. When B is unchanged and A is in same row, the A-B bond lengths are longest 
when A is an anion and shortest when A is a cation. We also notice that all of the excited 
state structures have longer bond lengths than the analogous ground state structures 
regardless of whether they are symmetric or asynunetric. This bond lengthening occurs 
because the LUMO has more antibonding character than the HOMO. Compared with the 
singlet linear species, the singlet nonlinear species have almost the same bond lengths 
and have bond angles approaching 180.0 degrees. This similarity in structure is the 
reason that the singlet linear and nonlinear systems have very similar energies. The 
differences in energy are within 10 kJ/mol. 
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The bond lengths in the AB systems (Table 3) show the same trends as those for 
the triatomic molecules and ions. However, there is no unique pattern for the changes in 
bond length when the AB and AB2 systems are compared. Both bond shortening and 
lengthening are observed. 
2. Relative Energies 
When the energies of the singlet-linear (SL), singlet-nonlinear (SNL), triplet-
linear (TL) and triplet-nonlinear (TNL) AB2 systems are examined (Tables 4-6), we find 
that these energies follow the order: SL < SNL < TNL < TL. When an electron moves 
into the LUMO, the resulting triplet system is less stable than the singlet system because 
of the high anti-bonding orbital energy of the LUMO (Figure 1). The SNL system is 
higher in energy than the SL system because the bent structure brings the two out-of-
phase pi orbitals in the HOMO closer together. But the TNL system has a lower energy 
than the TL system because bending the structure enhances the in-phase pi-type B---B 
overlap in the LUMO. 
All of the diatomic AB systems have singlet ground states (Tables 7-9). The 
ground state of all of the monatomic species is a triplet. 
As expected, the G2 total energies are slightly more stable (more negative) than 
the G2(MP2) energies. The G2 method uses higher level calculations and should yield 
energies closer to the exact energies. 
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3. Bond Dissociation Enthalpies 
The enthalpy can be expressed by the following equation. 
H = E+PV (35) 
Here, PV =RT because only gas-phase chemistry is considered in this research. 
The 02 and 02(MP2) energies calculated with equations 23 and 24 are the energies of 
the species at 0 K. Since, in general, bond dissociation enthalpies refer to enthalpies at 
298 K, it is necessary to convert the 02 and 02(MP2) energies to enthalpies at 298 K 
(02(298 K) and 02(MP2, 298 K)). 
Considering a single atom A, 
H(A, 298 K) = 02(298 K) + PV 
= 02(298K)+RT 
= 02(0 K) + Etrans +RT 
= 02(0 K) + 3/2RT + RT 
= 02(0 K) + 5/2RT 
Considering an AB or AB2 system, 
(36) 
H(AB2, 298K) = 02(0 K) +Thermal Enthalpy Correction - ZPE (37) 
The enthalpy must be corrected with respect to the ZPE term, since this term is included 
in both 02(0 K) and the thermal energy correction. So, the bond dissociation enthalpy for 
an AB system can be written as: 
D0m (AB) = 6-H = HA+ Ha-HAB (38) 
= (02(A, 0 K) + 5/2RT) + (02(B, 0 K) +5/2RT) - (02(AB, 0 K) 
+ Thermal Enthalpy Correction - ZPE) 
The bond dissociation enthalpy for an AB2 system can be written as: 
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D0m (AB2) = ~H = HA+ 2He - HAe2 (39) 
= (G2(A, 0 K) + 5/2RT) + 2(G2(B, 0 K) +5/2RT) -
(G2(AB2, 0 K) + Thermal Enthalpy Correction - ZPE) 
(40) 
Dom (AB) is greater than <D0 m (AB2)> in Tables 16-18, because the A-B bond is a triple 
bond in the diatomic systems and a double bond in the triatomic systems, which can be 
shown by drawing the Lewis structures. 
The l'1i'gest deviation in the G2 and G2(11P2) bond dissociation enthalpies is 21 
kJ/mol, and most of the deviations are considerably smaller (Tables 16-18). The 
discrepancies are similar for the diatomics and triatomics. The agreement between the 
calculated and r , ::mental enthalpies is also reasonable, with the largest difference less 
than 35 kJ/mol. The G2 method reproduces the experimental results slightly better than 
the G2(MP2) method. 
4. Bond Dissociation Enthalpy Ratios 
G2 and 02 (MP2) theory provide almost the same bond dissociation enthalpy 
ratios (fable 19). The ratios differ by no more than 0.02, even though the G2 method 
demands mucl;\ more computational time. The ratios for the group 14 systems range from 
0.72 to 0.81, w. .. · average value of0.76 and a STDV of0.03. The ratios for the group 
13 anions range from Q.84 to 0.89, with an average value of 0.86 and a STDV of 0.02. 
The ratios for the group 15 cations range from 0.62 to 0.69, with an average value of 0.66 
and a STDV of 0.03. 
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The G2 and G2(MP2) ratios agree very well with the experimental ratios, 
although the disparity is larger for the Ge systems. The data indicate that it is not 
necessary to spend the extra computational time required for the G2 calculations. 
The trend in the magnitude of the ratios is: cation <neutral < anion, which can be 
explained as follows. According to Figure 1, the HOMO of the diatomics is a pair of 
bonding pi-type orbitals, while the HOMO of the triatomics is a pair of anti-bonding pi-
type orbitals. Therefore, increasing the bond length will stabilize the triatomics and 
destabilize the diatomics. That is, increasing the bond length will increase Dm0 (AB2), 
decrease Dm0 (AB), and increase the ratio. As mentioned previously, the anions have the 
longest bond lengths and the cations have the shortest bond lengths. Thus, the anions 
have the largest bond dissociation enthalpy ratios and the cations have the smallest ratios. 
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B. Rearrangement and Fragmentation Processes on the 
Potential Energy Surface of the [H3, B, C, F]+ System 
1. Relative Energies 
From the energies in Tables 20-23 and 28-3 1, we notice that 2 is the most stable 
isomer of [H3, B, C, Ft regardless of which calculational method is used, and it is much 
more stable than the other isomers (by more than 330 kJ/mol). The relative stabilities of 
the six most stable structures are identical for all of the calculational levels, and the order 
remains the same whether it is based on energies, enthalpies, or Gibbs free energies 
(Tables 28-31 and Figures 2 and 3). The stability order of the four structures with highest 
energies varies depending on the calculational level. Nevertheless, these four structures 
stay in a group with higher energies than those of the other six structures. For each of the 
four levels of calculation 4 and 6 have very similar energies, enthalpies and free energies, 
with some deviations less than 1 kJ/mol. So, these two isomers switch places in the order 
of stabilities depending on the calculational method. Although the two lower level 
calculations have isomer 8 more stable than 5, increasing the size of the basis set and 
improving the electron correlation calculation reverses their stabilities. In fact, obtaining 
QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ single-point energies leads to a switch in the relative energies 
of these two structures that is as large as 80 kJ/mol. This phenomenon is observed 
regardless of which set of geometries is utilized. 
The relative energies and enthalpies of the ten ions are equivalent at all four 
calculational levels (Tables 28-31). Although isomer 2 has the most stable enthalpy, it 
also has the least positive entropy. Thus, all of the other isomers are stabilized with 
respect to 2 when entropy effects are taken into account. However, even though the 
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magnitude of the entropy contribution varies from isomer to isomer, there is only one pair 
of isomers for which the trends in relative free energies and relative enthalpies differ. 
Since the MP2/aug-cc-pYDZJ/MP2/aug-cc-pYDZ enthalpies of 4 and 6 are essentially 
equal, the entropy term reverses the order of the free energies of these ions compared to 
their enthalpies. In general, the differences in enthalpy are sufficiently large that this term 
dominates in determining the relative stabilities. 
Analyzing the data in Tables 20-23 shows that the energies, enthalpies and Gibbs 
free energies follow the order MP2//MP2 > QCISD//QCISD > QCISD(T)//MP2 > 
QCISD(T)//QCISD. This order obeys the expectation that improving the level of 
calculation will yield energies closer to the exact energy. With respect to the relative 
thermochemical data for the ten isomers (Tables 28-31), compared with the 
QCISD//QCISD values, the MP2//MP2 values are closer in magnitude to the 
QCISD(T)//MP2 and QCISD(T)//QCISD values. According to the results for the (H3, B, 
C, Ft system, despite the differences in the MP2 and QCISD optimized geometries (see 
below), the QCISD(T) calculations based on these two sets of geometries actually yield 
essentially the same energies, enthalpies and free energies and yield exactly the same 
order of stabilities. So, we conclude that the MP2/aug-cc-pYDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pYDZ 
geometries and QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pYTZ //MP2/aug-cc-pYDZ single-point energies are 
sufficient to obtain accurate data. Therefore, only MP2 level optimizations have been 
done for the fragments. The patterns discussed above for the total energies, enthalpies 




The QCISD level optimizations give longer bond lengths than the MP2 
optimizations, but the bond lengthening is less than 0.01 A in most cases (Tables 34 -35). 
The bond angles are generally within 1-2 degrees of each other for the QCISD and MP2 
equilibrium structures. If the bond angles differ by more than 3 degrees (9, 10 and 5), the 
MP2 angles tend to be more bent. Larger variations are observed in the MP2 and QCISD 
dihedral angles for three of the structures (7, 8 and 5). Overall, although some 
differences do exist, in general the geometries are very similar for the QCISD and MP2 
optimizations. 
The connectivities of some of the ten stable structures located for [H3, B, C, Ft 
were surprising to us (Figure 4). For example, six of the ten structures have fluorine 
bound to rn.·o different atoms and two of the structures have hydrogen bonds. In 
conventional Lewis structures, normally C has 4 bonds, B has 3 bonds, and F and H have 
one bond. For the ten isomers we have located, only 2 and 1 have just one unsaturated 
atom (B for 2 and C for 1). All of the other structures have two or more unsaturated or 
over-saturated atoms. In addition, 2 and 1 are the only two isomers without either a non-
terminal fluorine atom or hydrogen bonding. These observations help to elucidate why 2 
and 1 are always at the top of the stability table (Figures 2 and 3). 
The low stability of 5 was initially surprising. Utilizing our best data (Table 31 
and Figures 2 and 3), the only structure higher in energy than 5 is the hydrogen-bonded 
structure 8. Even isomer 4, the other hydrogen-bonded isomer, is about 15 kJ/mol more 
stable than 5. A more careful examination of the equilibrium geometries of 5 and 8 shows 
that these two ions can be considered to consist of the same two groups, [H2CFt and BH. 
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These two groups are connected to each other with a B-F bond in 5 and a B-H bond in 8. 
With regard to ion 5, BH is known to be a Lewis acid but the [H2CFt fragment is 
presumably a poor Lewis base. With regard to ion 8, BH is now the electron donor and 
the [H2CFr fragment is the proton donor in the weak C- H···s hydrogen bond. An 
extension of this analysis that may further our understanding of the poor stability of 5 is 
to compare 5 with 10. The only difference in the connectivities of these two cations is 
that a H atom is bonded to C instead of B in 5 (ignoring the differences in bond angles 
and bond lengths). Yet 5 is far less stable than 10. This difference in stability can be 
explained by considering 10 as a complex of H2BF (a better Lewis base than [H2CFt) 
and CW (a better Lewis acid than BH). 
The C-B bond length in 6 is 1.738 A and the C-F bond length is 1.719 A. Both of 
these bonds are much longer than the C-B and C-F bonds in other structures. The C-B 
bond length is 1.506 A in 2, 1.588 A in 1, 1.392 A in 9, and 1.433 A in 7. The C-F bond 
length is 1.273 A in 1, 1.682 A in 3, 1.618 A in 7, 1.558 A in 10, 1.235 A in 4, 1.257 A in 
8, and 1.485 A in 5. Since the C atom is saturated in 6, the C-B and C-F bonds can only 
be single bonds in this isomer. Thus, we have reason to believe that there may be some 
double bond character in some of the other isomers, making the C-B and/or C-F bonds 
shorter. This conclusion is supported by the existence of reasonable Lewis structures for 
these isomers that contain double bonds. 
The most reasonable Lewis structures for seven of the cations without hydrogen 
bonds are given below. Each of these structures has a single formal charge of + 1 on one 
of the atoms. No such Lewis structure can be drawn for 5, which is another way to 
rationalize its poor stability. The structures have been arranged in order from the most 
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stable isomer to the least stable isomer. Note that the + l formal charge is on the more 












+I H-F -C(H2)-B 
A number of other connectivities were examined for the [H2CFt system. For 
example, we searched for a minimum with connectivity [H3B-C-Ft since this structure is 
analogous to the known H3BCO and [H3BCNr species. When the geometry optimization 
was carried out for this structure it rearranged to 1, so at this point, we have no evidence 
that this connectivity is stable. Similarly, when [FB(H)-CH2t was studied it rearranged 
to 1. We also investigated cyclic structures and structures with hydrogen bridges, but 
found no minima for these structures either. 
3. Fragmentation Reactions 
Based on Tables 32 and 33, the combined fragmentation product energy is 
smallest for CH3 + + BF (56 + 23). Although a fragmentation reaction can be written for 
each set of fragmentation products, at this point we are only considering the most stable 
products (56 + 23). The reaction enthalpy and reaction Gibbs free energy are given 
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below for each of the ten isomers. The data obtained from both levels of theory are 
provided, in order of decreasing stabilities of the isomers. 
2---· 56 + 23 
MP2//MP2 
QCISD(T)//MP2 
6H = 486.9 kl/mot 6G = 445.4 kJ/mol 
6H = 473.4 kJ/mol 6G = 431.9 kJ/mol 
1---· 56 + 23 
MP2//MP2 
QCISD(T)//MP2 
6H = 121.5 kJ/mol 6G = 84.3 kJ/mol 
6H = l 05.6 kJ/mol 6G = 68.4 kJ/mol 
3---· 56 + 23 
MP2//MP2 6H = 53.2 kJ/mol 6G = 23.4 kJ/mol 
QCISD(T)//MP2 6H = 49.9 kJ/mol 60 = 20. l kJ/mol 
9---· 56 + 23 
MP2//MP2 
QCISD(T)//MP2 
6H = 50.4 kJ/mol 60 = 16. l kJ/mol 
6H = 40.5kJ/mol 60 = 6.2 kJ/mol 
7---· 56 + 23 
MP2//MP2 6H = -33.7 kJ/mol 6G = -69.4 kJ/mol 
QCISD(T)//MP2 6H = -52.9 kJ/mol 60 = -88.6 kJ/mol 
10 • 56 + 23 
MP2//MP2 6H = -140. l kJ/mol 60 = -174.5 kJ/mol 
QCISD(T)//MP2 6H = -147.7 kJ/mol 60 = -182. l kJ/mol 
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6H = -165.3 kJ/mol 
MI = -170.2 kJ/mol 
56 + 23 
6H = -166.4 kJ/mol 
6H = -1 67.0 kJ/mol 
8---· 56 + 23 
6G = -198.2 kJ/mol 
6G = -203. l kJ/mol 
6G = -193.0 kJ/mol 
6G = -1 93.5 kJ/mol 
MP2//MP2 
QCISD(T)//MP2 
MI = -210.4 kJ/mol 6G = -238.3 kJ/mol 
AfI = -2 19.l kJ/mol 6G = -247.0 kJ/mol 
5---· 56 + 23 
MP2//MP2 
QCISD(T)//MP2 
AfI = -220.8kJ/mol 
AfI = -186.4 kJ/mol 
6G = -252.2 kJ/mol 
6G = -217.8 kJ/mol 
Only small differences in the MP2 and QCISD(T) thermodynamic data are observed. 
Only the reactions for 2, 1, 3 and 9 are thermodynamically unfavorable. However, the 
rearrangements required for structure 7, 10, 4 and 8 suggest that these reactions may not 
be kinetically feasible. In contrast, the rearrangements required for structure 5 and 6 to 




A. Constant Ratios of Bond Dissociation Enthalpies and G2 
Ab Initio Study 
Both enthalpies and geometries have been computed for isoelectronic AB2 and 
AB systems. A is either ff, Ar, Ga", C, Si, Ge, W, P+, or As+, and Bis either 0, S, or Se. 
All of the AB2 systems have sixteen electrons and the AB systems have ten electrons. G2 
and G2(MP2) calculations have been done for each AB2 system with singlet-linear, 
singlet-nonlinear, triplet-linear, and triplet-nonlinear electronic states and geometries. 
The calculations have been done for each AB system with singlet and triplet electronic 
states. The ground states of both the AB2 and AB systems are singlets. The singlet-linear 
structures have the lowest energies, and the triplet-linear structures have the highest 
energies. The G2 and G2(MP2) methods give almost the same bond dissociation 
enthalpy ratios D0 m(AB2) I (2 D0 m(AB)), although the G2 enthalpies are slightly smaller 
than the G2(MP2) enthalpies. There is also good agreement between the calculated and 
experimental ratios for the neutral systems. The bond dissociation enthalpy ratios follow 
the pattern: cation (average 0.66) <neutral (average 0.76) < anion (average 0.86). 
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B. Rearrangement and Fragmentation Processes on the 
Potential Energy Surface of the [H3, B, C, F]+ System 
The [H3, B, C, Ft system has been rearranged into both cyclic and acyclic 
geometries and optimized with both the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ 
methods for singlet states. Single-point energies at the QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 
calculational level have been calculated for both sets of equilibrium structures. Ten 
minima have been found on the potential energy surface, including two hydrogen-bonded 
structures and four structures with a non-terminal fluorine atom. The geometries are very 
similar for the MP2 and QCISD optimizations, as are the QCISD(T) singlet-point 
energies based on these geometries. Consequently, only MP2 geometries were obtained 
for the fragments. The ground state structures of most of the possible fragments have 
been identified. 
Isomer 2 is the most stable [H3, B, C, Ft cation, and isomer 5 and the hydrogen-
bonded isomers 4 and 8 are the least stable. The poor stability of isomer 5 [H2C-F-BHt 
has been attributed to the [H2CFt fragment being a weak Lewis base and the BH 
fragment being a weak Lewis acid. Also, no Lewis structure can be drawn for 5 that has 
a reasonable electron distribution. There is evidence that some of these isomers may 
have some C=B and/or C=F double bond character. All of the possible combinations of 
fragmentation products have been examined. The CH3 + + BF system (56 + 23) has the 
most stable enthalpy, and it may be both thermodynamically and kinetically favorable to 
break isomers 5 and 6 into CH3 + + BF. 
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Table 1. MP2/6-311G(d) Geometries for Linear AB2 Species0 •6·c 
Linear 
singlet 
Species AB 1 AB2 LB1AB2 
C02 1.168 1.168 180 
CS2 1.561 1.561 180 
Cse2 1.700 1.700 180 
Si02 1.521 1.521 180 
SiS2 1.924 1.924 180 
SiSe2 2.064 2.064 180 
Ge02 1.628 1.628 180 
GeS2 2.005 2.005 180 
GeSe2 2.139 2.139 180 
BOr 1.267 1.267 180 
BSr 1.678 1.678 180 
Bse2- 1.812 1.812 180 
IAIOr 1.648 1.648 180 
~I Sr 2.053 2.053 180 
IAISer 2.184 2.184 180 
Ga Or 1.697 1.697 180 
GaS2- 2.070 2.070 180 
Ga Ser 2.199 2.199 180 
N02+ 1.139 1.139 180 
NS2+ 1.524 1.524 180 
Nse2+ 1.681 1.681 180 
P02+ 1.453 1.453 180 
PS2+ 1.861 1.861 180 
Pse2+ 2.015 2.015 180 
IAs02+ 1.589 1.589 180 
IAsS2+ 1.979 1.979 180 
1AsSe2+ 2.123 2.123 180 
0Bond lengths in angstroms, bond angles in degrees. 
6 All molecules were forced to be linear. 

































Table 2. MP2/6-311 G( d) Geometries for Non-linear AB2 Speciesa.b.c 
nonlinear 
singlet 
Species AB 1 AB2 LB1AB2 
C02 
CS2 1.561 1.561 179.0 
CSe2 1.700 1.700 175.3 
Si02 1.521 1.521 180.0 
SiS2 1.924 1.924 174.2 
SiSe2 2.064 2.064 175.1 
Ge02 1.628 1.628 171 .9 
GeS2 2.139 2.139 175.2 
GeSe2 2.139 2.139 175.2 
BOr 
BSr 1.675 1.675 169.3 
BS er 1.810 1.810 169.9 
~Or 
:Al Sr 2.052 2.052 170.7 
~I Ser 2.183 2.183 170.1 
Ga Or 1.696 1.696 170.1 
Ga Sr 2.068 2.068 170.5 
Ga Ser 2.197 2.197 170.0 
N02+ 
NS2+ 1.524 1.524 175.3 
NSe2+ 1.681 1.681 175.1 
P02+ 1.452 1.452 175.7 
PS2+ 1.861 1.861 175.2 
PSe2+ 2.016 2.016 175.3 
~s02+ 1.588 1.588 175.1 
IAsS2+ 1.979 1.979 175.1 
~sSe2+ 2.124 2.124 175.3 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms, bond angles in degrees. 
b All molecules were forced to be nonlinear. 



















































Table 3. MP2/6-3 l l G( d) Geometries for AB Species0 
singlet triplet 
Species AB AB 
co 1.138 1.169 
cs 1.541 1.547 
CSe 1.682 1.704 
SiO 1.532 1.493 
SiS 1.939 1.999 
Si Se 2.079 2.157 
Geo 1.647 1.724 
GeS 2.024 2.072 
Ge Se 2.158 2.216 
BO- 1.241 1.286 
BS- 1.695 1.728 
BSe- 1.842 1.870 
IAIO- 1.667 1.678 
~S- 2.095 2.110 
IAISe- 2.236 2.257 
Gao- 1.727 1.586 
Gas- 2.125 2.146 
Ga Se- 2.263 2.292 
NO+ 1.085 1.111 
NS+ 1.472 1.467 
NSe+ 1.640 1.646 
PO+ 1.456 1.518 
PS+ 1.853 1.889 
PSe+ 2.002 2.080 
AsO+ 1.604 1.674 
AsS+ 1.978 2.014 
As Se+ 2.123 2.219 
0Bond lengths in angstroms. 
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Table 4. Total Energies for Triatomic Neutral Moleculesa.b 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T} E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
C02 MP2/6-311 G(d,p) -188.199127 
MP4/6-311 G{d,p) -188.224861 
QCISD{T}/6-311G(d,p) -188.215790 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -188 .206543 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -188.232459 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -188.295129 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -188.325455 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -188.311984 
CS2 MP2/6-311G(d,p} -833.335166 -833.335166 -833 .217020 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -833.379980 -833.379980 -833.266140 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d,p) -833.372260 -833.372260 -833.268770 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -833.338800 -833.338800 -833.222450 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -833.384209 -833.384209 -833.272140 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -833.439724 -833.439724 -833.318150 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -833.495850 -833.495850 -833.380080 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -833.451062 -833.451062 -833.331200 
CSe2 MP2/6-311G(d,p) -4837.830996 -4837 .830996 -4837.733090 
MP4/6-311 G{d,p) -4837.874406 -4837.874406 -4837.780030 
QCISD{T}/6-311 G( d,p) -4837.863101 -4837.863101 -4837.781570 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -4837 .832989 -4837.832989 -4837.736270 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -4837.876666 -4837.876666 -4837.783560 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -4837.905765 -4837.905765 -4837.805910 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -4837.958045 -4837 .958045 -4837.861930 
M P2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -4837 .927062 -4837 .927062 -4837.827500 
Si02 MP2/6-311G(d,p) -439.173777 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -439.200119 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d,p) -439.188575 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -439.189622 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -439.215786 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -439.287646 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -439 .317999 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -439.309665 
SiS2 MP2/6-311 G(d,p) -1 084 .368532 -1084.116055 -1084.368532 -1084.292320 
MP4/6-311 G(d,p) -1084.412616 -1084.169169 -1084.412616 -1084.341200 
QCISD{T}/6-311G(d,p) -1084.411942 -1084.175935 -1084.411942 -1084.348110 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -1084.372813 -1084.120053 -1084.372813 -1 084.297700 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -1084.417304 -1084.173588 -1084.417304 -1084.347130 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -1 084 .494945 -1084.244295 -1084.494945 -1084 .409380 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -1084.551183 -1084.31 1493 -1084.551183 -1084.472180 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2e) -1084.506169 -1084.254048 -1084.506169 -1084.418840 
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Table 4. Total Energies for Triatomic Neutral Molecules (continued} 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E{T) E{T} E{T} 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
SiSe2 MP2/6-311 G(d,p) -5088.902493 -5088. 7 4834 7 -5088.902493 -5088.835500 
MP4/6-311G{d,p} -5088.942922 -5088. 797207 -5088.942922 -5088.881830 
QCISD{T}/6-311G(d,p) -5088.941755 -5088.807665 -5088.941755 -5088.889450 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -5088.903726 -5088.750028 -5088.903726 -5088.837750 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -5088.944371 -5088. 799127 -5088.944371 -5088.884420 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -5088.986074 -5088.827765 -5088.986074 -5088.913780 
MP4/6-311G{2df,p) -5089.037743 -5088.888612 -5089.037743 -5088.971610 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -5089. 006006 -5088.847871 -5089.006006 -5088. 932550 
Ge02 MP2/6-311 G( d,p) -2225.512778 -2225.512778 -2225.412800 
MP4/6-31 1G(d,p) -2225.544492 -2225.544492 -2225.448950 
QCISD{T)/6-311 G( d,p) -2225.526051 -2225.526051 -2225.44 7 480 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -2225.526989 -2225.526989 -2225.424690 
MP4/6-311 +G{d,p) -2225.558430 -2225.558430 -2225.461220 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2225.620690 -2225.620690 -2225.511320 
MP4/6-311 G{2df ,p) -2225.654293 -2225.654293 -2225.551460 
MP2/6-311 +G{3df,2p) -2225.639253 -2225.639253 -2225.530060 
GeS2 MP2/6-311 G{d,p) -2870.766537 -2870.602790 -2870.766537 -2870.750820 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -2870.810534 -2870.656179 -2870.810534 -2870.743970 
QCISD{T}/6-311G{d,p} -2870.810063 -2870.667635 -2870.810063 -2870.750820 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -2870.769458 -2870 .605810 -2870.769458 -2870.698710 
MP4/6-31 1 +G{d,p} -2870.813844 -2870.659551 -2870.813844 -2870.748340 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2870.871956 -2870. 703403 -2870.871956 -2870.793700 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -2870.927603 -2870.770898 -2870.927603 -2870.856020 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2870.885636 -2870.716908 -2870.885636 -2870.807060 
GeSe2 MP2/6-311G{d,p) -6875.301702 -6875.171350 -6875.301702 -6875.239290 
MP4/6-311G{d,p} -6875.341983 -6875.218771 -6875.341983 -6875.284830 
QCISD(T)/6-311G{d,p} -6875.341079 -6875.223646 -6875.341079 -6875.291010 
MP2/6-311+G{d,p) -6875.302885 -6875.172818 -6875.302885 -6875.241100 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -6875.343310 -6875.220413 -6875.343310 -6875.286870 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -6875.370173 -6875.236970 -6875.370173 -6875.302770 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -6875.420876 -6875.295069 -6875.420876 -6875.358560 
MP2/6-311 +G{3df,2p) -6875.394361 -6875.261625 -6875.394361 -6875.327740 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
&If there is no entry, no stable structure was found. 
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Table 5. Total Energies for Triatomic Anionsa.b 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T} E(T} E(T} E(T} 
singlet triElet singlet triElet 
BOi- MP2/6-311G(d,p} -175.058060 -174.754886 -174.868850 
MP4/6-311G(d,p} -175.079590 -174.792477 -17 4.901090 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d,p) -175.074720 -174.796247 -174.906540 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -175.087710 -174.822973 -174.900910 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -175.108880 -17 4.863678 -174.934260 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -175.157610 -174.849287 -174.962400 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -175.183770 -174.892373 -175.000030 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -175.189960 -174.916533 -174.997880 
BSr MP2/6-311G(d,p) -820 .233180 -820 .233180 -820.102350 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -820.274290 -820.274290 -820.147000 
QCISD(T)/6-311G{d,p) -820.273350 -820.273350 -820.149560 
MP2/6-31 1 +G(d,p) -820.236760 -820.236760 -820.109890 
MP4/6-311+G{d,p) -820.278580 -820.278580 -820.155540 
MP2/6-311G{2df,p) -820.336280 -820.336280 -820.200880 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -820.390150 -820.390150 -820 .258700 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -820 .345830 -820.345830 -820.215030 
BSei- MP2/6-31 1G(d,p) -4824. 7 41280 -4824.741280 -4824.628450 
MP4/6-31 1G{d,p) -4824.780600 -4824.780600 -4824.670140 
QCISD(T)/6-311G{d,p} -4824.778470 -4824.778470 -4824.672100 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -4824. 7 46270 -4824.746270 -4824.636110 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -4824.785980 -4824.785980 -4824.678420 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -4824.811040 -4824.811040 -4824.694370 
M P4/6-311 G(2df, p) -4824.861020 -4824.861020 -4824. 7 46990 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -4824.832250 -4824.832250 -4824.718990 
AI02- MP2/6-311G(d,p) -392.182560 
MP4/6-31 1G(d,p) -392.207460 
QCISD(T)/6-31 1 G(d,p) -392.195170 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -392.227420 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -392.250530 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -392.298360 
MP4/6-311 G{2df,p) -392.326470 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p} -392.335780 
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Table 5. Total Energies for Triatomic Anions {continued} 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
Al Sr MP2/6-311G(d,p) -1037.455370 -1037.303405 -1037 .455370 -1037.361600 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -1037.494260 -1037 .352275 -1037.494260 -1037.403480 
QCISO(T)/6-311G{d,p) -1037.495510 -1037.356407 -1037.495510 -1037.411080 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -1037.457740 -1037.311019 -1037.457740 -1037.366170 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -1037.497140 -1037 .360584 -1037.497140 -1037 .408750 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -1037.569450 -1037.414531 -1037.569450 -1037.469170 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -1037.621470 -1037.475261 -1037.621470 -1037 .525700 
MP2/6-311 +G{3df,2p) -1037 .579660 -1037.429445 -1037.579660 -1037.478990 
Al Ser MP2/6-311 G{d,p) -5041 .995480 -5041 .907620 -5041 .995480 -5041 .907620 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -5042.030690 -5041 .945960 -5042. 030690 -5041.945960 
QCISO{T)/6-311 G(d,p) -5042.031470 -5041 .952500 -5042.031470 -5041.952500 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -5041 .999180 -5041.913330 -5041 .999180 -5041 .913330 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -5042.034560 -5041 .952030 -5042.034560 -5041 .952030 
MP2/6-311G{2df,p) -5042.065250 -5041 .973870 -5042.065250 -5041.973870 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -5042.112990 -5042.024840 -5042.112990 -5042.024840 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -5042.088660 -5041 .997910 -5042.088660 -5041 .997910 
Ga Or MP2/6-311 G(d,p) -2073.411790 -2073.161145 -2073.411790 -2073.287560 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -2073.436240 -2073.200635 -2073.436240 -2073.314930 
QCISO(T)/6-311 G(d,p) -2073.421840 -2073.221926 -2073.421840 -2073.314150 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -2073.442540 -2073.204205 -2073.442540 -2073.314640 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -2073.465370 -2073.243315 -2073.465370 -2073.341630 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -2073.515710 -2073.241491 -2073.515710 -2073.371430 
MP4/6-311G{2df,p) -2073.540260 -2073.284855 -2073.540260 -2073.399470 
MP2/6-311+G{3df,2p) -2073.540830 -2073.287169 -2073.540830 -2073.400020 
Ga Sr MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2718. 737220 -2718.737220 -2718.644200 
MP4/6-311 G( d,p) -2718.776200 -2718.776200 -2718.687040 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d,p) -2718.777300 -2718.777300 -2718.694510 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2718.739440 -2718.739440 -2718.648060 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -2718.778820 -2718.778820 -2718.691420 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2718.838510 -2718.838510 -2718.740820 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2718.889810 -2718.889810 -2718.797180 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2718.852050 -2718.852050 -2718.754520 
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Table 5. Total Energies for Triatomic Anions {continued} 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E{T) E{T) E{T) E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
Ga Ser MP2/6-311G{d,p) -6723.276660 -6723.124332 -6723.276660 -6723.191290 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -6723.311960 -6723.167070 -6723.311960 -6723.230540 
QCISD{T)/6-311G{d,p) -6723.312690 -6723.170105 -6723.312690 -6723.236970 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -6723.280740 -6723.129942 -6723.2807 40 -6723.196640 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -6723.316160 -6723.172789 -6723.316160 -6723.236100 
MP2/6-311 G{2df ,p) -6723.341940 -6723. 187343 -6723.341940 -6723.252410 
MP4/6-311G{2df,p) -6723.389000 -6723.241778 -6723.389000 -6723.303170 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -6723.367650 -6723.214944 -6723.367650 -6723.279500 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
blf there is no entry, no stable structure was found. 
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Table 6. Total Energies for Triatomic Cations 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
N02+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -204.339930 -204.164570 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -204.370140 -204.210110 
QCISO(T)/6-311G(d,p) -204.340480 -204.218470 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -204.344470 -204.169940 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -204.375260 -204.216070 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -204.439810 -204.260290 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -204.473950 -204.310810 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -204.453890 -204.275600 
NS2+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -849.639770 -849.639770 -849.534900 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -849.678820 -849.678820 -849.583710 
QCISO(T)/6-311G(d,p) -849.658360 -849.658360 -849.586620 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -849.644780 -849.644780 -849.541060 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -849.684300 -849.684300 -849.590420 
MP2/6-311 G{2df,p) -849.748450 -849.748450 -849.643060 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -849.798370 -849.798370 -849.703620 
MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) -849.761680 -849.761680 -849.657460 
NSe2+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -4854.158520 -4854.158520 -4854.029770 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -4854.193070 -4854.193070 -4854.075560 
QCISO(T)/6-311G(d,p) -4854.167010 -4854.167010 -4854.077660 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -4854.161130 -4854.161130 -4854.033950 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -4854.195910 -4854.195910 -4854.080050 
MP2/6-31 1G(2df,p) -4854.244290 -4854.244290 -4854.101170 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -4854.286920 -4854.286920 -4854.153050 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -4854.266440 -4854.266440 -4854.093210 
P02+ MP2/6-311G(d,p} -490.613400 -490.373798 -490.613400 -490.502720 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -490.647600 -490.423698 -490.647600 -490.550060 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -490.628280 -490.422069 -490.628280 -490.565570 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -490.620330 -490.380703 -490.620330 -490.508660 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -490.655090 -490.431252 -490.655090 -490.556840 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -490.735940 -490.497382 -490. 735940 -490.615830 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -490.773230 -490.550865 -490. 773230 -490.669800 
MP2/6-31 1 +G(3df,2p) -490.754270 -490.516368 -490.754270 -490.630590 
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Table 6. Total Energies for Triatomic Cations (continued) 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
PS2+ MP2/6-311 G(d,p) -1135.852340 -1135.718100 -1135.852340 -1135.800200 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -1135.902320 -1135. 777978 -1135.902320 -1135.855810 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -1135.895610 -1135.791316 -1135.895610 -1 135.864480 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -1135.859500 -1135.727415 -1135.859500 -1135.808370 
MP4/6-311+G{d,p) -1135.909800 -1135.787473 -1135.909800 -1135.864340 
MP2/6-31 1 G(2df ,p) -1135.989560 -1135.847207 -1135.989560 -1135.927150 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -1136.050100 -1135.919560 -1136.050100 -1135.996800 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -1136.004590 -1135.864173 -1136.004590 -1135.939700 
PSe2+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -5140.400380 -5140.400380 -5140.362000 
MP4/6-311 G(d,p) -5140.446040 -5140.446040 -5140.413170 
QCISD(T)/6-311G{d,p) -5140.438570 -5140.438570 -5140.420030 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -5140.403780 -5140.403780 -5140.365910 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -5140.449650 -5140.449650 -5140 .417320 
MP2/6-31 1 G(2df ,p) -5140.496520 -5140.496520 -5140.449260 
MP4/6-311 G{2df,p) -5140.551780 -5140.551780 -5140.511120 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -5140.519040 -5140.519040 -5140.469590 
As02+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2383.977210 -2383.813464 -2383.977210 -2383.903220 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2384.020740 -2383.869772 -2384.020740 -2383.949080 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d,p) -2383.990400 -2383.899530 -2383.990400 -2383.959760 
MP2/6-311 +G( d,p) -2383.982650 -2383.817926 -2383.982650 -2383.908580 
MP4/6-311+G{d,p) -2384.026500 -2383.87 4893 -2384.026500 -2383.955150 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -2384.086380 -2383.917527 -2384.086380 -2384.006720 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -2384.131950 -2383.978617 -2384.131950 -2384.057550 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2384.102190 -2383.932634 -2384.102190 -2384.022180 
AsS2+ MP2/6-311G{d,p) -3029.273750 -3029.148248 -3029.273750 
MP4/6-31 1G(d,p) -3029.323610 -3029.205709 -3029.323610 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -3029 .318000 -3029.215443 -3029.318000 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -3029.277520 -3029.152211 -3029.277520 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -3029.327710 -3029.209963 -3029.327710 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -3029.383360 -3029.254013 -3029.383360 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -3029.443820 -3029.324456 -3029.443820 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -3029.396830 -3029.267936 -3029.396830 
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Table 6. Total Energies for Triatomic Cations (continued) 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T} E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
AsSe2+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -7033.823110 -7033.700060 -7033.82311 0 -7033.713500 
MP4/6-311G(d,p} -7033.868650 -7033.752787 -7033.868650 -7033.763330 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d,p) -7033.862240 -7033. 769968 -7033.862240 -7033.770200 
MP2/6-311 +G( d,p) -7033.824550 -7033.701424 -7033.824550 -7033.714910 
MP4/6-311 +G( d,p) -7033.870250 -7033.754295 -7033.870250 -7033. 764900 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -7033.896150 -7033.769611 -7033.896150 -7033.770050 
MP4/6-31 1 G(2df,p) -7033.950960 -7033.832151 -7033.950960 -7033.832330 
MP2/6-31 1 +G(3df ,2p) -7033.920950 -7033. 794410 -7033.920950 -7033.811000 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
blf there is no entry, no stable structure was found. 
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Table 7. Total Energies for Diatomic Neutral Molecules0 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
singlet triplet 
co MP2/6-311G(d,p) -113.074755 -112.837480 
MP4/6-311 G( d,p) -113.098479 -112.859450 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -113.093898 -112.867730 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -113.078161 -112.844190 
MP4/6-311 +G( d,p) -1 13.102132 -112.866230 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -113.127262 -112.890500 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -113.152870 -112.915240 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -113.136720 -112.902880 
cs MP2/6-311G(d,p) -435.585387 -435.439610 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -435.622171 -435.472720 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -435.618524 -435.489160 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -435.589757 -435.442170 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -435.626849 -435.475520 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -435.641807 -435.495640 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -435.683724 -435.536190 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -435.650313 -435.503440 
CSe MP2/6-311 G(d,p) -2437 .824619 -2437.692460 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2437 .862885 -2437.725070 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -2437 .856508 -2437. 7 45000 
MP2/6-311 +G( d,p) -2437.827740 -2437 .694170 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -2437 .866248 -2437.726940 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -2437.866542 -2437.732580 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -2437.908722 -2437.770350 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2437 .879427 -2437.744410 
SiO MP2/6-311G(d,p) -364.1017 48 -363.933870 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -364.127085 -363.955360 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -364.119314 -363.954010 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -364.109985 -363.946770 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -364.135313 -363.967650 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -364.163350 -364.002530 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -364.191019 -364.026630 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -364 .17 4567 -364.016260 
SiS MP2/6-311G(d,p) -686.681676 -686.557660 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -686.714675 -686.588460 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -686.715138 -686.591920 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -686.684707 -686.559650 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -686. 717965 -686.590720 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -686.749395 -686.626660 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -686.788865 -686.664900 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -686.755662 -686.631710 
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Table 7. Total Energies for Diatomic Neutral Molecules (continued) 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E{T) 
singlet tri~let 
Si Se MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2688.945231 -2688.829470 
MP4/6-311 G{d,p) -2688.976331 -2688.859170 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -2688.976617 -2688.862560 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2688.946833 -2688.830520 
MP4/6-311 +G{d,p) -2688.978038 -2688.860330 
MP2/6-311 G{2df,p) -2688.991713 -2688.876750 
MP4/6-311 G{2df,p) -2689.029306 -2688.913710 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2689.002066 -2688.886910 
Geo MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2150.485725 -2150.318100 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -2150.515070 -2150.348020 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -2150.500178 -2150.358070 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -2150.493064 -2150.325960 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -2150.521789 -2150.356150 
MP2/6-311 G{2df ,p) -2150.539974 -2150.373310 
MP4/6-311 G{2df ,p) -2150.568397 -2150.405270 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -2150.554345 -2150.386680 
GeS MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2473.094386 -2472.971460 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -24 73.126962 -2473.003190 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -24 73.127306 -2473.006790 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2473.096753 -2472.973080 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -2473.129519 -2473.005040 
MP2/6-311G{2df,p) -2473.149472 -2473.027080 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2473.186465 -2473.064800 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2473.160493 -2473.037460 
Ge Se MP2/6-311G(d,p) -4475.359339 -44 75.244 790 
MP4/6-311 G(d,p) -4475.389944 -4475.274820 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -4475.390103 -4475.278100 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -4475.360594 -44 75.245840 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -4475.391235 -4475.275930 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -4475.395598 -4475.281330 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -4475.430628 -4475.316610 
MP2/6-311+G(3df,2p) -4475.411688 -4475.297530 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 8. Total Energies for Diatomic Anioos0 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
doublet quartet 
BO- MP2/6-311G(d,p) -99.865500 -99.702130 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -99.886940 -99.718830 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -99.883940 -99.720200 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -99.886760 -99.752580 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -99.908630 -99.770320 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -99.919840 -99.759040 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -99.943400 -99.778500 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -99.943120 -99.807020 
BS- MP2/6-311G(d,p) -422.420250 -422.325420 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -422.452910 -422.351950 
QCISD(T)/6-31 1 G( d ,p) -422.454260 -422.355470 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -422.431330 -422.334240 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -422.464310 -422.361500 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -422.476540 -422.381220 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -422.515070 -422.414560 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -422.491330 -422.394860 
BSe- MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2424.672490 -2424.587390 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2424.704390 -2424.613220 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -2424.705530 -2424.616640 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -2424.683660 -2424.596970 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -2424.715720 -2424.623160 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2424.711760 -2424.625570 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2424. 7 49020 -2424.657530 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -2424.731270 -2424.644470 
AIO- MP2/6-311G(d,p) -317.076560 -316.969990 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -317.102400 -316.989360 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -317 .092030 -316.988150 
MP2/6-311 +G( d,p) -317.101080 -316.978830 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -317.125440 -317.004850 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -317.137740 -317.030610 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -317.165200 -317 .052360 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -317.161280 -317.063910 
AIS- MP2/6-311G(d,p) -639. 706030 -639.619290 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -639.734880 -639.643630 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -639.736730 -639.646950 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -639.710650 -639.623600 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -639.739790 -639.648540 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -639.769810 -639.682750 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -639.805410 -639.714300 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -639.777930 -639.691950 
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Table 8. Total Energies for Diatomic Anions (continued} 
Species Calculational Level E{T} E{T) 
doublet guartet 
Al Se- MP2/6-311G{d,p) -2641 .976040 -2641 .891120 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2642.002540 -2641 .913770 
QCISD(T)/6-311G{d,p) -2642.004190 -2641 .916700 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2641.982290 -2641 .897920 
MP4/6-311 +G( d,p) -2642.008750 -2641 .920710 
MP2/6-311 G{2df,p) -2642.017640 -2641 .932610 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2642.051280 -2641 .9627 40 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2642.032900 -2641 .950010 
GaO- MP2/6-311G{d,p) -1998.334660 -1998 .202880 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -1998.361140 -1998.227450 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G{d,p) -1 998.349360 -1998.239110 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -1998.3537 40 -1998.226290 
MP4/6-311+G{d,p) -1998.378040 -1998.251120 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -1998.380840 -1998.252210 
MP4/6-311 G{2df,p) -1998.403970 -1998.277130 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -1998.404820 -1998.273270 
Gas- MP2/6-311G{d,p) -2321 .003090 -2320.911880 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2321 .032200 -2320.938040 
QCISD(T)/6-311G{d,p) -2321 .033860 -2320.941250 
MP2/6-311 +G( d,p) -2321 .007020 -2320.916330 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p} -2321 .036310 -2320.943010 
MP2/6-311G{2df,p) -2321 .056820 -2320.965630 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2321 .090790 -2320.997930 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2321 .069610 -2320.978620 
Ga Se- MP2/6-311G{d,p) -4323.273510 -4323.184820 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -4323.300300 -4323.209360 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -4323.301810 -4323.212280 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -4323.279180 -4323.191340 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -4323.305850 -4323.215930 
MP2/6-311G{2df,p) -4323.308460 -4323.220030 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -4323.340570 -4323.250660 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -4323.327800 -4323.240230 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 9. Total Energies for Diatomic Cations0 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E{T) 
singlet trielet 
NO+ MP2/6-311G{d,p) -129.305760 -128.981970 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -129.326440 -129.013880 
QCISD{T)/6-311 G{d,p) -129.315840 -129.0424 70 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -129 .308560 -128.984 720 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -129 .329480 -129.016880 
MP2/6-311 G(2df,p) -129.359850 -129.035850 
MP4/6-311 G{2df,p) -1 29 .382850 -129.070820 
MP2/6-311 +G{3df,2p) -129 .369480 -129.045000 
NS+ MP2/6-311 G{d,p) -451 .916990 -451 .704040 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -451.946200 -451 . 7 42580 
QCISD(T)/6-31 1 G( d ,p) -451.934810 -451 .766960 
MP2/6-311 +G{d,p) -451 .920110 -451 .706920 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -451 .949560 -451.745670 
MP2/6-311 G{2df ,p) -451 .974170 -451.765240 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -452.008930 -451.810390 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -451 .982650 -451 .773780 
NSe+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2454.171170 -2453.990590 
MP4/6-311G{d,p) -2454.200540 -2454.029490 
QCISD{T)/6-311 G(d,p) -2454.179480 -2454.039420 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -2454.173470 -2453.992400 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -2454.203030 -2454.031510 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -2454 .218970 -2454.042400 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -2454.251680 -2454.084440 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2454.231280 -2454.054800 
PO+ MP2/6-311G{d,p) -415.603790 -415.385220 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -415.632260 -415.419500 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -415.620380 -415.429670 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -415.607640 -415.390300 
MP4/6-31 1 +G( d,p) -415.636610 -415.424940 
MP2/6-311 G{2df ,p) -415.667240 -415.452630 
MP4/6-311G{2df,p) -415.697700 -41 5.490570 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -415.676980 -415.462330 
PS+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -738.206140 -738.047210 
MP4/6-311 G(d,p) -738.241710 -738.086370 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -738.239020 -738.089640 
MP2/6-311 +G(d,p) -738.210470 -738.05181 0 
MP4/6-31 1 +G{d,p) -738.246250 -738.091120 
MP2/6-311 G{2df ,p) -738.275370 -738.120970 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -738.31741 0 -738.166680 
MP2/6-311 +G{3df ,2E} -738.283880 -738.128440 
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Table 9. Total Energies for Diatomic Cations {continued} 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
singlet triQlet 
PSe+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2740.475750 -27 40.330370 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2740.509380 -2740.367250 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d,p) -2740.506160 -2740.370050 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2740.478440 -2740.333300 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -2740.512170 -2740.370280 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2740.526730 -2740.383980 
MP4/6-311G{2df,p) -2740.565990 -2740.426640 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2740.538440 -2740.395730 
AsO+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2309.010750 -2308.816080 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2309.044390 -2308.849320 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d,p) -2309.020450 -2308.857680 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2309.013520 -2308.818680 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -2309.047460 -2308.852270 
MP2/6-311 G{2df,p) -2309.067280 -2308.874010 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2309.100960 -2308.909180 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -2309.078700 -2308.885050 
AsS+ MP2/6-311G(d,p) -2631.639320 -2631 .490570 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -2631.673880 -2631.528100 
QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p) -2631.670860 -2631.531490 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2631.642080 -2631.492990 
MP4/6-311 +G(d,p) -2631.676810 -2631 .530670 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -2631.6954 70 -2631.548340 
MP4/6-311 G(2df ,p) -2631.734380 -2631.591220 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df ,2p) -2631.706350 -2631.558960 
As Se+ MP2/6-311 G(d,p) -4633.910770 -4633.795600 
MP4/6-311G(d,p) -4633.943140 -4633.831540 
QCISD(T)/6-31 1G{d,p) -4633.939810 -4633.837990 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -4633.912050 -4633.796850 
MP4/6-311+G(d,p) -4633.944480 -4633.832850 
MP2/6-311 G(2df ,p) -4633.948910 -4633.832560 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -4633.985080 -4633.873170 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -4633.965380 -4633.849510 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 10. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Triatomic Neutral 
Moleculesa.b 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E{T} E(T) E{T) E{T} 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
C02 ZPE* 0.011271 




CS2 ZPE* 0.006783 0.005949 0.004431 
Enthalpy correction 0.010908 0.010202 0.008788 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -833.533278 -833.534112 -833.431899 
G2{MP2) -833.521373 -833.522207 -833.418519 
CSe2 ZPE* 0.005328 0.004621 0.002293 
Enthalpy correction 0.009792 0.009151 0.007292 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -4838.002977 -4838. 003684 -4837 .923117 
G2(MP2) -4837 .993839 -4837 .994546 -4837.913687 
Si02 ZPE* 0.006691 




SiS2 ZPE* 0.003995 0.005023 0.003617 0.003443 
Enthalpy correction 0.008802 0.009554 0.008280 0.008141 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -1084.598146 -1084.363409 -1084.598524 -1084.525657 
G2(MP2) -1084.585584 -1084.348905 -1084.585962 -1084.511187 
SiSe2 ZPE* 0.002990 0.003050 0.002681 0.002194 
Enthalpy correction 0.008156 0.008067 0.007651 0.007303 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -5089.093734 -5088 .956364 -5089.094043 -5089.036146 
G2{MP2) -5089.082278 -5088.944139 -5089.082587 -5089.024306 
Ge02 ZPE* 0.005287 0.004893 0.006133 
Enthalpy correction 0.009864 0.009344 0.010544 
HLC -0.040000 -0 .040000 -0.040000 
G2 -2225.688855 -2225.689249 -2225.602977 
G2(MP2} -2225.687239 -2225.687633 -2225.598607 
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Table 10. Correction Terms and G2/G2(1\llP2) Energies for Triatomic Neutral 
Molecules {continued} 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
GeS2 ZPE* 0.003125 0.002880 0.001975 0.002855 
Enthalpy correction 0.008201 0.007908 0.007178 0.007753 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -2870.978077 -2870.833330 -2870.979227 -2870.969855 
G2(MP2) -2870.966037 -2870.818873 -2870.9671 87 -2870.844205 
GeSe2 ZPE* 0.002181 0.001999 0.001975 0.001272 
Enthalpy correction 0.007665 0.007497 0.007178 0.006824 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -6875.482124 -6875.362773 -6875.482330 -6875.428668 
G2(MP2) -6875.471557 -6875.351922 -6875.471763 -6875.418188 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 
bif there is no entry, no stable structure was found. 
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Table 11. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Triatomic Anionsa.b 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T} E(T) 
singlet triQlet singlet triQlet 
802- ZPE* 0.009392 0.011323 0.005720 
Enthalpy correction 0.013083 0.015021 0.009975 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -175.241498 -174.995180 -175.076350 
G2(MP2) -175.237228 -174.986571 -175.069850 
BSr ZPE* 0.005837 0.005069 0.009869 
Enthalpy correction 0.010069 0.009411 0.014243 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -820.433633 -820.434401 -820.306541 
G2(MP2} -820.420163 -820.420931 -820.292371 
BS er ZPE* 0.004680 0.004015 0.005278 
Enthalpy correction 0.009254 0.008639 0.009862 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -4824.915810 -4824.916475 -4824.808912 
G2{MP2) -4824.904760 -4824.905425 -4824.797362 
Al Or ZPE* 0.005397 




Al Sr ZPE* 0.003476 0.006370 0.003081 0.002466 
Enthalpy correction 0.008366 0.010364 0.007843 0.007442 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -1037.669964 -1037.528633 -1037 .670359 -1037.581354 
G2(MP2) -1037.656324 -1 037.516077 -1 037.656719 -1037.566004 
Al Ser ZPE* 0.002658 0.058200 0.002331 0.001855 
Enthalpy correction 0.007904 0.063207 0.007396 0.007125 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0 .040000 -0.040000 
G2 -5042.17 4692 -5042.037580 -5042.175019 -5042.093925 
G2(MP2} -5042.161992 -5042.024590 -5042.162319 -5042.080935 
Ga Or ZPE* 0.004557 0.003548 0.004159 0.004424 
Enthalpy correction 0.0091 97 0.008300 0.008676 0.008952 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0 .040000 
G2 -2073.584803 -2073.387896 -2073.585201 -2073.462476 
G2(MP2) -2073.586323 -2073.384402 -2073.586721 -2073.462186 
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Table 11. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Triatomic Anions 
(Continued} 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
singlet trielet singlet trielet 
GaSr ZPE* 0.002779 0.002517 0.001899 
Enthalpy correction 0.007954 0.007459 0.007122 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -2718.942071 -2718.942333 -2718.856971 
G2(MP2) -2718.929351 -2718.929613 -2718.842931 
Ga Ser ZPE* 0.001984 0.001736 0.001762 0.001323 
Enthalpy correction 0.007544 0.007393 0.007054 0.006872 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -6723.453576 -6723.310785 -6723.453798 -6723.375577 
G2(MP2) -6723.441696 -6723.298981 -6723.441918 -6723.363857 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
blf there is no entry, no stable structure was found. 
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Table 12. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2} Energies for Triatomic Cations0 ·b 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
singlet triQlet singlet triQlet 
N02+ ZPE* 0.011186 0.005687 
Enthalpy correction 0.014861 0.009890 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -204.487764 -204.369383 
G2(MP2) -204.483254 -204.363813 
NS2+ ZPE* 0.006786 0.005963 0.004505 
Enthalpy correction 0.010917 0.010221 0.008849 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -849.824824 -849.825647 -849.756975 
G2(MP2) -849.813484 -849.814307 -849.744675 
NSe2+ ZPE* 0.005111 0.004468 0.002544 
Enthalpy correction 0.009666 0.009054 0.007891 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -4854.318129 -4854.318772 -4854 .184956 
G2(MP2) -4854.309819 -4854.310462 -4854.178556 
P02+ ZPE* 0.007229 0.007196 0.006622 0.004552 
Enthalpy correction 0.01 1491 0 .010844 0.010896 0.008843 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -490.805571 -490.601674 -490.806178 -490.736358 
G2(MP2) -490.801921 -490.597443 -490.802528 -490.728888 
PS2+ ZPE* 0.004061 0.004477 0.003752 0.002743 
Enthalpy correction 0.008944 0.009036 0.008439 0.007534 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -1136.094679 -1 135.985566 -1136.094988 -1136.055637 
G2(MP2) -1136.083799 -1135.972911 -1136.084108 -1136.041237 
PSe2+ ZPE* 0.002972 0.002727 0.002183 
Enthalpy correction 0.008220 0.007725 0.007237 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -5140.604068 -5140.604313 -5140.576367 
G2(MP2) -5140.594258 -5140. 594503 -5140.565437 
As02+ ZPE* 0.005924 0.013318 0.005549 0.003781 
Enthalpy correction 0.010509 0.017606 0.009991 0.008252 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -2384.151816 -2384.050822 -2384.152191 -2384.120619 
G2(MP2) -2384.149456 -2384.045382 -2384.149831 -2384.114939 
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Table 12. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Triatomic Cations 
{continued} 
linear nonlinear 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
singlet triQlet singlet triQlet 
AsS2+ ZPE" 0.003216 0.003203 0.002985 
Enthalpy correction 0.008318 0.008133 0.007828 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -3029.488794 -3029.385201 -3029.489025 
G2(MP2) -3029.477864 -3029.371928 -3029.478095 
AsSe2+ ZPE" 0.002221 0.002141 0.002053 0.001615 
Enthalpy correction 0.007731 0.007626 0.007249 0.006955 
HLC -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 -0.040000 
G2 -7034.007289 -7033.9121 33 -7034.007 457 -7033.918695 
G2(MP2) -7033.997859 -7033.902177 -7033.998027 -7033.906085 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
blf there is no entry, no stable structure was found. 
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Table 13. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Diatomic Neutral 
Molecules0 
Species Calculational Level E{T) E(T) 
singlet trielet 
co ZPE* 0.004702 -0.025000 
Enthalpy correction 0.008007 0.008847 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -113.178291 -112.985970 
G2(MP2) -113.176162 -112.983130 
cs ZPE* 0.002901 0.002647 
Enthalpy correction 0.006218 0.005971 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -435.710991 -435.583023 
G2(MP2) -435. 705549 -435.575343 
CSe ZPE* 0.002336 0.001943 
Enthalpy correction 0.005674 0 .005312 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2437.938136 -2437.825327 
G2{MP2) -2437.933980 -2437.820007 
SiO ZPE* 0.002629 0.006762 
Enthalpy correction 0.005954 0.010067 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -364.216828 -364.056638 
G2(MP2) -364.214504 -364.054638 
SiS ZPE* 0.001654 0 .001630 
Enthalpy correction 0.005062 0.005042 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -686.819199 -686.697050 
G2{MP2} -686.812469 -686.689340 
Si Se ZPE* 0.001271 0.001504 
Enthalpy correction 0.004760 0 .004938 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2689.063779 -2688.950866 
G2(MP2) -2689.057182 -2688.943496 
Geo ZPE* 0.002073 0.001461 
Enthalpy correction 0.005430 0.004904 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2150.590184 -2150.452499 
G2(MP2} -2150.591725 -2150.450189 
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Table 13. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Diatomic Neutral 
l'Vlolecules (continued} 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
singlet trielet 
GeS ZPE* 0.001278 0.001107 
Enthalpy correction 0.004765 0.004646 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2473.221742 -24 73.102903 
G2(MP2) -2473.217135 -2473.096683 
GeSe ZPE* 0.000898 0.000756 
Enthalpy correction 0.004517 0 .004442 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -4475.471017 -4475.360394 
G2(MP2) -4475.466554 -4475.355084 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 14. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Diatomic Anions0 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
singlet trielet 
BO- ZPE* 0.003619 0.003657 
Enthalpy correction 0.007126 0.006965 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -99.965291 -99.650233 
G2(MP2) -99.962741 -99.646433 
BS- ZPE* 0.002250 0.002092 
Enthalpy correction 0.005593 0.005447 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -422.554260 -422.455356 
G2(MP2) -422.546090 -422.447616 
BSe- ZPE* 0.001637 0.001726 
Enthalpy correction 0 .005216 0.005124 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2424.792993 -2424. 703462 
G2(MP2) -2424.767473 -2424.696992 
AIO- ZPE* 0.002060 0.002266 
Enthalpy correction 0 .005417 0.005606 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -317.199630 -317 .113634 
G2(MP2) -317 .199690 -317 .104604 
AIS- ZPE* 0.001297 0.001220 
Enthalpy correction 0.004760 0.004724 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -639.639373 -639.751200 
G2(MP2) -639.632333 -639.743390 
Al Se- ZPE* 0.001006 0.000944 
Enthalpy correction 0.004562 0.004545 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2642.092144 -2642.007266 
G2(MP2) -2642.065044 -2641 .999646 
GaO- ZPE* 0.001721 0.003362 
Enthalpy correction 0 .005116 0.006692 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -1996.437269 -1996.331726 
G2(MP2) -1996.442799 -1996.331116 
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Table 14. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Diatomic Anions 
(continued) 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
singlet triplet 
Gas- ZPE* 0.001022 0.000944 
Enthalpy correction 0.004592 0.004545 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2321.129398 -2321.038706 
G2(MP2) -2321.124358 -2321 .032046 
Ga Se- ZPE* 0.000719 0.000650 
Enthalpy correction 0.004425 0.004393 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -4323.385581 -4323.298180 
G2(MP2) -4323.380381 -4323.292040 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 15. Correction Terms and G2/G2{MP2) Energies for Diatomic Cations0 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
singlet tri~let 
NO+ ZPE• 0.004776 0.004254 
Enthalpy correction 0.008081 0.007559 
HLC -0.025000 -0 .025000 
G2 -129 .402344 -129.129556 
G2(MP2) -129.399784 -129.126246 
NS+ ZPE* 0.002763 0.002558 
Enthalpy correction 0.006084 0.005885 
HLC -0.025000 -0 .025000 
G2 -452.028497 -451 .865962 
G2(MP2) -452.022707 -451.859142 
NSe+ ZPE* 0.001965 0.001729 
Enthalpy correction 0 .005331 0.005124 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2454.266155 -2454.130251 
G2(MP2) -2454.262625 -2454.126901 
PO+ ZPE* 0.002835 0.002343 
Enthalpy correction 0.006153 0.005681 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -415.718225 -415.533457 
G2(MP2) -415.715735 -415.529437 
PS+ ZPE* 0.001739 0.001135 
Enthalpy correction 0.005133 0.004665 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -738.346701 -738.201435 
G2(MP2) -738.340021 -738.194 735 
PSe+ ZPE* 0.001283 0.000825 
Enthalpy correction 0.004769 0 .004478 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2740.598297 -2740.465465 
G2(MP2) -27 40.592567 -2740.459585 
AsO+ ZPE* 0.002147 0.001872 
Enthalpy correction 0.005497 0.005249 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2309.111593 -2308.952058 
G2(MP2) -2309.111253 -2308.949778 
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Table 15. Correction Terms and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Diatomic Cations 
(continued) 
Species Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
singlet triplet 
AsS+ ZPE* 0.001320 0.000792 
Enthalpy correction 0.004796 0.004461 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -2631. 766090 -2631.629588 
G2(MP2) -2631.761570 -2631.624088 
As Se+ ZPE* 0.000908 0.000540 
Enthalpy correction 0.004523 0.004350 
HLC -0.025000 -0.025000 
G2 -4634.022372 -4633.921090 
G2(MP2) -4634.018512 -4633.916360 
0 Energies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 16. Bond Dissociation Enthalpies for Neutralsa.b 
Species <D0 m(G2(MP2)}> <D0m(G2)> <D0 m( exp}> c 
C02 813 810 804d, 7998 
CS2 587 581 578d 
CSe2 492 492 472' 
Si02 621 613 614 
SiS2 478 470 483 
SiSe2 415 415 423 
Ge02 495 489 485 
GeS2 419 415 401 
GeSe2 367 371 364 
co 1090 1088 1076d 
cs 725 720 761 d' 709 8 
CSe 610 611 587' 
SiO 807 798 792 
SiS 622 612 617 
Si Se 549 549 534 
Geo 680 671 649 
GeS 567 562 534 
GeSe 506 511 481 
aEnergies in kJ/mol. 
bOnly the most stable structures are included. 
~eference 16, values at 298 K. 
dReference 36, values at 298 K 
~efen;nce 35, values at 0 K. 
!Reference 37, values at 298 K. 
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Table 17. Bond Dissociation Enthalpies for Anions0 ·b 
seecies <0° m{G2{MP2H> <D0 !!!{G2}> 
BOr 888 882 
BSr 687 680 
BSei- 608 608 
AIOi- 640 629 
AIS2- 557 550 
Al Ser 505 507 
Ga Or 502 491 
Ga Sr 510 505 
Ga Ser 467 471 
BO- 1048 1041 
BS- 777 768 
BSe- 691 690 
AIO- 739 725 
AIS- 645 637 
Al Se- 593 595 
Gao- 567 546 
Gas- 601 596 
Gase- 558 563 
0 Energies in kJ/mol. 
bOnly the most stable structures are included. 
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Table 18. Bond Dissociation Enthalpies for Cationsn.b 
seecies <0° m{G2{MP2}}> <D0m{G2}> 
N02+ 713 710 
NS2+ 705 699 
NSe2+ 641 641 
P02+ 546 539 
PS2+ 473 464 
PSe2+ 428 427 
As02+ 404 399 
AsS2+ 393 387 
AsSe2+ 360 362 
NO+ 1146 1146 
NS+ 1027 1024 
NSe+ 942 943 
PO+ 804 799 
PS+ 688 682 
PSe+ 636 637 
AsO+ 648 644 
AsS+ 600 596 
AsSe+ 559 563 
0 Energies in kJ/mol. 
bOnly the most stable structures are included. 
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Table 19. Ratio of Bond Dissociation Enthalpies, < D0 m(A82) > I D0 m (AB) 
Species G2(MP2} ratio G2 ratio Exp. ratioa 
C02/CO 0.75 0.74 0.756 
CS2/CS 0.81 0.81 0.76b, 0.82c 
CSe2'CSe 0.81 0.81 o.8od 
Si02'Si0 0.77 0.77 0.78 
SiS2/SiS 0.77 0.77 0.78 
S1Se2/SiSe 0.76 0.76 0.79 
GeO:z/GeO 0.73 0.73 0.75 
GeS2/GeS 0.74 0.74 0.75 
GeSe2/GeSe 0.72 0.73 0.76 
BOr/BO- 0.85 0.85 
BS2-/BS- 0.88 0.89 
BSer/BSe- 0.88 0.88 
AI02-/AIO- 0.87 0.87 
AISr/AIS- 0.86 0.86 
AISer/AISe- 0.85 0.85 
Ga02-/Ga0- 0.89 0.90 
GaSr/GaS- 0 .85 0.85 
GaSer/GaSe- 0.84 0.84 
N02+/NO+ 0.62 0.62 
NS2+/NS+ 0.69 0.68 
NSe2+/NSe+ 0.68 0.68 
P02+/PO+ 0.68 0.67 
PS2+/PS+ 0.69 0.68 
PSe2+/PSe+ 0.67 0.67 
As02+/As0+ 0.62 0.62 
AsS2+/AsS+ 0.65 0.65 






Table 20. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, Entropies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for the (H3, B, C, Ft System.0 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
2 -163.870908 -163.869964 -163.898191 59.409 
1 -163.7316099 -163. 7306659 -163. 7605099 62.813 
3 -163. 7055486 -163.7046036 -163. 7372826 68.779 
9 -163.704481 4 -163. 703537 4 -163.7345094 65.185 
7 -163.6724238 -163.6714798 -163. 7018998 64.024 
10 -163.6318528 -163.6309088 -163.6618508 65.123 
6 -163.6222702 -163.6213262 -163.6527982 66.238 
4 -163.6218375 -163.6208935 -163.6547995 71 .362 
8 -163.6050637 -163.6041 197 -163.6375117 70.280 
5 -163.6010871 -163.6001421 -163.6322131 67.497 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 21. QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ//QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for the [H3, 8 , C, F]+ System." 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
2 -163.8955917 -163.8946477 -163.9228797 59.419 
1 -163. 7666555 -163.7657105 -163. 7955785 62.862 
3 -163.7484828 -163.7475388 -163.7815438 71 .570 
9 -163. 7322997 -163.7313557 -163.7623747 65.286 
7 -163. 7056429 -163.7046989 -163.7353219 64.453 
10 -163.674442 -163.673498 -163. 704546 65.347 
6 -163.6688609 -163.6679169 -163.6995999 66.682 
4 -163.663629 -163.662685 -163.696612 71.406 
8 -163.6489825 -163.6480385 -163.6817045 70.857 
5 -163.6331741 -163.6322301 -163.6643341 67.570 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 22. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZJ/MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for the [H3, B, C, Fi+ System.0 
Structure E (OK) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
2 -164.0547489 -164.0538049 -164.0820319 59.409 
1 -163.914534 -163.91359 -163.943434 62.813 
3 -163.8932817 -163.8923367 -163.9250157 68.779 
9 -163.8897037 -163.8887597 -163.9197317 65.185 
7 -163.8541165 -163.8531725 -163.8835925 64.024 
10 -163.8179468 -163.8170028 -163.84 79448 65.123 
6 -163.8093952 -163.8084512 -163.8399232 66.238 
4 -163.8106128 -163.8096688 -163.84357 48 71.362 
8 -163.7907303 -163. 7897863 -163.8231783 70.28 
5 -163.8032012 -163.8022562 -163.8343272 67.497 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 23. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for the [H3, B, C, F( System.0 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
2 -164.054813 -164.053869 -164.082101 59.419 
1 -163.9146954 -163.9137504 -163.9436184 62.862 
3 -163.8933523 -163.8924083 -163.9264133 71 .57 
9 -163.8893447 -163.8884007 -163.9194197 65.286 
7 -163.8540839 -163.8531399 -163.8837629 64.453 
10 -163.818387 -163.817443 -163.848491 65.347 
6 -163.8092468 -163.8083028 -163 .8399858 66.682 
4 -163.8107955 -163.8098515 -163.8437785 71.406 
8 -163.7908605 -163.7899165 -163.8235825 70.857 
5 -163.8070042 -1 63.8060602 -163.8381642 67.57 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 24. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, Entropies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Singlet and Doublet Fragments.0 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
11 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
12 -0.4979183 -0.496974 -0.509988 27.392000 
13 -24.2662585 -24.265315 -24.281061 33.141000 
14 -24.5662276 -24.565284 -24.581684 34.519000 
15 -37 .6655785 -37.664635 -37.680503 33.398000 
16 -37.3304919 -37.329548 -37.346071 34.776000 
17 -98.7621531 -98.761209 -98.777728 34.768000 
18 -99.5342831 -99.533339 -99.550512 36.145000 
19 -25.181006 -25.180062 -25.199582 41.083000 
20 -24.8403766 -24.839433 -24.859552 42.345000 
21 -137.1405228 -137.139579 -137.162291 47.802000 
22 -137.4726431 -137.471699 -13 7.495277 49.623000 
23 -124.3758461 -124.374902 -124.397732 48.049000 
24 -123.9819197 -123.980976 -124.004357 49.210000 
25 -100.2441354 -100.243190 -100 .262907 41.496000 
26 -99.6543594 -99.653415 -99.673948 43.215000 
27 -37.9619371 -37.960992 -37.980465 40.984000 
28 -38.3493589 -38.348414 -38.368526 42.330000 
29 -61 .8757488 -61 .874805 -61.897045 46.808000 
30 -162.1861615 -162.185218 -162.205806 43.330000 
31 -162.1157133 -162.114769 -162.142653 58.686000 
32 -161.8505545 -161.849611 -161.876654 56.918000 
33 -161.7723245 -161 .771380 -161.794758 49.203000 
34 -162.0995138 -162.098570 -162.127419 60.718000 
35 -162.0412834 -162.040339 -162.073407 69.599000 
36 -138.079056 -138.078112 -138.103496 53.426000 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 24. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, Entropies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Singlet and Doublet Fragments.a (continued) 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
37 -137.9083051 -137.907360 -137.951188 92.244000 
38 -137.7207104 -137.719765 -137.745489 54.141000 
39 -137.6314871 -137.630543 -137.657037 55.760000 
40 -124.8164736 -124.815529 -124.842956 57.725000 
41 -124.6589486 -124.658004 -124.675113 36.009000 
42 -124.9475128 -124.946568 -124.972530 54.640000 
43 -124.5413946 -124.540451 -124.566921 55.711000 
44 -63.0779158 -63.076972 -63.101985 52.644000 
45 -63.0439537 -63.043010 -63.066602 49.654000 
46 -62.9713517 -62.970408 -62.993357 48.301000 
47 -62.7067555 -62.705812 -62.731534 54.138000 
48 -62.5822421 -62.581298 -62.604945 49.770000 
49 -25.8049632 -25.804019 -25.826084 46.440000 
50 -25.5094738 -25.508529 -25.528237 41 .478000 
51 -25.5113307 -25.510387 -25.521819 24.062000 
52 -38.629485 -38.628541 -38.650312 45.820000 
53 -38.980173 -38.979229 -39.000719 45.230000 
54 -100.4218796 -100.420935 -100.442578 45.552000 
55 -39.6650337 -39.664090 -39.686235 46.608000 
56 -39.3103763 -39.309431 -39.330636 44.629000 
57 -26.457317 -26.456372 -26.477772 45.040000 
58 -64.3695772 -64.368633 -64.394020 53.431000 
59 -64.0598595 -64.058916 -64.084773 54.422000 
60 -139.3747367 -139.373792 -139.399111 53.287000 
61 -64.0598584 -64.058914 -64.084772 54.423000 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/rnol*K. 
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Table 25. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Singlet and Doublet Fragments.0 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
11 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
12 
-0.4979183 -0.496974 -0.509988 27.392000 
13 -24.2952107 -24.294267 -24.310013 33.141000 
14 -24.5970692 -24.596125 -24.612525 34.519000 
15 -37.7279884 -37.727044 -37.742912 33.398000 
16 -37.3694212 -37.368477 -37.385000 34.776000 
17 -98.8889702 -98.888026 -98.904545 34.768000 
18 -99.6265292 -99.625585 -99.642758 36.145000 
19 -25.2236352 -25.222691 -25.24221 1 41 .083000 
20 -24.8648535 -24.863910 -24.884029 42.345000 
21 -137 .2628537 -137.261910 -137 .284622 47.802000 
22 -137.6098685 -137.608925 -137 .632503 49.623000 
23 
-124.5043938 -124.503450 -124.526280 48.049000 
24 -124.0973147 -124.096371 -124.119752 49.210000 
25 -100.3381781 -100.337233 -100.356950 41.496000 
26 -99.7526184 -99.751674 -99.772207 43.215000 
27 -38.0154562 -38.014511 -38.033984 40.984000 
28 -38.4037986 -38.402854 -38.422966 42.330000 
29 -62.0643522 -62.063408 -62.085648 46.808000 
30 -162.3631159 -162.362172 -162.382760 43.330000 
31 -162 .304804 7 -162.303861 -162.331745 58.686000 
32 -162.0204167 -162.019473 -162.046516 56.918000 
33 -161 .9432699 -161 .942325 -161 .965703 49.203000 
34 -162.2757903 -162 .27 4846 -162 .303695 60.718000 
35 -162.2314837 -162 .230540 -162 .263608 69.599000 
36 -138.2255929 -138.224649 -138.250033 53.426000 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 25. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Singlet and Doublet Fragments.0 
(continued) 
Structure E (0 K) H {298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
37 -138.064 7559 -138.063811 -138.107639 92.244000 
38 -137.858603 -137.857658 -13 7 .883382 54.1 41000 
39 -137. 7680224 -137. 767078 -137.793572 55.760000 
40 -124.9417069 -124.940762 -124.968189 57.725000 
41 -124.7865275 -124.785583 -124.802692 36.009000 
42 -125.0755201 -125.074575 -125.100537 54.640000 
43 -124.6653929 -124.664449 -124.690919 55.711000 
44 -63.1600763 -63.159132 -63.184145 52.644000 
45 -63.1246162 -63.123672 -63.147264 49.654000 
46 -63.0934839 -63.092540 -63.115489 48.301000 
47 -62. 7007639 -62.699820 -62.725542 54.138000 
48 -62.7634789 -62.762535 -62.786182 49.770000 
49 -25.8465923 -25.845648 -25.867713 46.440000 
50 -25.545726 -25.544781 -25.564489 41 .478000 
51 -25.5475882 -25.546644 -25.558076 24.062000 
52 -38.6801588 -38.679215 -38.700986 45.820000 
53 -39.044778 -39.043834 -39.065324 45.230000 
54 -100.5218075 -100.520863 -100.542506 45.552000 
55 -39.7303516 -39.729408 -39.751553 46.608000 
56 -39.3708203 -39.369875 -39.391080 44.629000 
57 -26.5095595 -26.508615 -26.530015 45.040000 
58 -64.4683919 -64.467448 -64.492835 53.431000 
59 -64.1437033 -64.142759 -64.168616 54.422000 
60 -139.5290164 -139.528071 -139.553390 53.287000 
61 -64 .1 437026 -64.142759 -64.168617 54.423000 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 26. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, Entropies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Triplet and Quartet Fragmeots.0 •6 
Structure E {OK} H {298 K} G {298 K} s {298 KU 
13 -24.118859 -24.117915 -24.134698 35.324 
14 -24.455699 -24.454755 -24.471810 35.896 
15 -37.740049 -37.739105 -37.756010 35.581 
16 -37.160522 -37.159578 -37.176755 36.153 
17 
-98.903416 -98.902472 -98.920028 36.951 
18 -99.022073 -99.021129 -99.038957 37.523 
19 -25.145381 -25.144437 -25.164924 43.120 
21 -136.976977 -136.976033 -136.999871 50.171 
22 -137.359108 -137.358164 -137 .3824 71 51 .157 
23 -124.258946 -124.258001 -124.281941 50.385 
24 -123.682241 -123.681297 -123.706307 52.637 
25 -100.031779 -100.030835 -100.056805 54.659 
26 -99.402575 -99.401631 -99.425750 50.762 
27 -37.934502 -37.933558 -37.954065 43.160 
28 -38.335907 -38.334963 -38.355673 43.588 
32 -1 61.880524 -161 .879580 -161 .906516 56.692 
33 -161 .822067 -161 .821123 -161 .844178 48.525 
35 -162.115516 -162.114572 -162.148744 71.922 
36 -137 .986266 -137.985322 -138.015149 62.778 
37 -137 .98277 45 -137.981830 -138.026122 93.219 
38 -137.4917442 -137.490800 -137.517703 56.623 
39 -137.5266578 -137.525714 -137.552438 56.246 
40 
-124.7016747 -124.700731 -1 24. 729989 61 .579 
41 -124.4810822 -124.480138 -124.509405 61 .598 
42 -124.7560517 -124.755108 -124.788090 69.416 
43 -124.4435902 -124.442646 -124.469124 55.728 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
bStructures 11 , 12, 20, 29, 30, 31, 34 are not stable as a triplet or quartet. 
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Table 26. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, Entropies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Triplet and Quartet Fragments.0 'b (continued) 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)) 
44 -63.0791931 -63.078249 -63.096224 37.831 
45 -63.1053237 -63.104380 -63.128503 50.77 
46 -63.078187 -63.077243 -63.101304 50.641 
48 -62.7525433 -62.751598 -62.775960 51 .274 
49 -25.6723407 -25.671397 -25.694255 48.108 
51 -25.3672367 -25.366293 -25.389094 47.988 
52 -38.5036803 -38.502735 -38.525722 48.379 
53 -39.004792 -39.003848 -39.026062 46.753 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
bStructures 47, 50, 54 are not stable as a triplet or quartet. Structures 55-61 have not yet 
been calculated as a triplet or quartet. 
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Table 27. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Triplet and Quartet Fragments.0 'b 
Structure E {OK} H {298 K} G {298 K} S {298 K}} 
13 -24.1245159 -24.123572 -24.140355 35.324 
14 -24.4661586 -24.465215 -24.482270 35.896 
15 -37.7804302 -37.779486 -37.796391 35.581 
16 -37 .17 49448 -37.174001 -37.191178 36.153 
17 -98.9919734 -98.991029 -99.008585 36.951 
18 -99.1273578 -99.126414 -99.144242 37.523 
19 -25.17 45463 -25.173602 -25.194089 43.120 
21 -137.1010775 -137.100134 -137.123972 50.171 
22 -137.4816043 -137.480660 -137.504967 51 .157 
23 -124.3725229 -124.371578 -124.395518 50.385 
24 -123.7867505 -123. 785807 -123.810817 52.637 
25 -100.1245393 -100.123595 -100.149565 54.659 
26 -99.4918099 -99.490866 -99.514985 50.762 
27 -37.972308 -37.971364 -37.991871 43.160 
28 -38.3772781 -38.376334 -38.397044 43.588 
32 -162.0356461 -162.034702 -162.061638 56.692 
33 -161.9766764 -161 .975732 -161 .998787 48.525 
35 -162.2843465 -162.283403 -162.317575 71 .922 
36 -138.120959 -138. 1 20015 -138.149842 62.778 
37 -138.1171969 -138.116252 -138.160544 93.219 
38 -137 .6233492 -137.622405 -137.649308 56.623 
39 -137.6488437 -137.647900 -137.674624 56.246 
40 -124.8069046 -124.805961 -124.835219 61.579 
41 -124.5976147 -124.596671 -124.625938 61 .598 
42 -124.8702093 -124.869265 -124.902247 69.416 
43 -124.5541901 -124.553246 -124.579724 55.728 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
bStructures 11, 12, 20, 29, 30, 31, 34 are not stable as a triplet or quartet. 
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Table 27. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Triplet and Quartet Fragments.a,b 
(continued) 
Structure E (0 K) H (298 K) G (298 K) S (298 K)} 
44 -63.1669295 -63.165986 -63.183961 37.831 
45 -63.1853036 -63.184360 -63.208483 50.77 
46 -63.1659199 -63.164976 -63.189037 50.641 
48 -62.819836 -62.818891 -62.843253 51 .274 
49 -25. 707 4845 -25.706541 -25.729399 48.108 
51 -25.3979941 -25.397050 -25.41 9851 47.988 
52 -38.5466828 -38.545738 -38.568725 48.379 
53 -39.05954 -39.058596 -39.08081 0 46.753 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). Entropies in J/mol*K. 
bStructures 47, SO, 54 are not stable as a triplet or quartet. Structures 55-61 have not yet 
been calculated as a triplet or quartet. 
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Table 28. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Relative Energies, Enthalpies, 
Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for the [H3, B, C, F]+ System.0 
Structure AE (0 K) AH (298 K) AG (298 K) AS (298 K)) 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 365.4 365.4 361.1 3.4 
3 433.7 433.7 422.1 9.4 
9 436.5 436.5 429.3 5.8 
7 520.6 520.6 514.9 4.6 
10 627.0 627.0 619.9 5.7 
6 652.2 652.2 643.7 6.8 
4 653.3 653.3 638.4 12.0 
8 697.3 697.3 683.7 10.9 
5 707.7 707.7 697.6 8.1 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in kJ/mol. Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 29. QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ//QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ Relative Energies, 
Enthalpies, Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for the [H3, B, C, F)+ System.0 
Structure 6E (0 K) 6H (298 K) 6G (298 K) 65 (298 K)) 
2 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 
1 338.2 338.2 333.9 3.4 
3 385.9 385.9 370.7 12.2 
9 428.3 428.3 421 .0 5.9 
7 498.2 498.2 492.0 5.0 
10 580.1 580.1 572.7 5.9 
6 594.7 594.7 585.7 7.3 
4 608.4 608.4 593.5 12.0 
8 646.8 646.8 632.6 11 .4 
5 688.3 688.3 678.2 8.2 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in kJ/mol. Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 30. QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZ//MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ Relative Energies, 
Enthalpies, Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for the [H3, B, C, Ft System.0 
Structure 6E (0 K) 6H (298 K) 6G (298 K) 6S (298 K)) 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1 367.8 367.8 363.5 3.4 
3 423.5 423.5 411 .8 9.4 
9 432.9 432.9 425.7 5.8 
7 526.2 526.2 520.5 4.6 
10 621.1 621 .1 614.0 5.7 
6 643.6 643.6 635.0 6.8 
4 640.4 640.4 625.5 12.0 
8 692.5 692.5 679.0 10.9 
5 659.8 659.8 649.7 8.1 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in kJ/mol. Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 31. Q CISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZJ/QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ Relative Energies, 
Enthalpies, Entropies, and Gibbs Free Energies for the [H3, B, C, Ft System.a 
Structure 6E (0 K) 6H (298 K) 6G (298 K) 65 (298 K)) 
2 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 
1 367.5 367.5 363.2 3.4 
3 423.5 423.5 408.4 12.2 
9 434.0 434.0 426.7 5.9 
7 526.5 526.5 520.2 5.0 
10 620.1 620.1 612.7 5.9 
6 644.1 644.1 635.1 7.3 
4 640.0 640.0 625.1 12.0 
8 692.3 692.3 678.1 11.4 
5 650.0 650.0 639.8 8.2 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in kJ/mol. Entropies in J/mol*K. 
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Table 32. Combined MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction Products."'b 
Reaction E (0 K} H (298 K} G (298 K} 
(56 + 23) -163.686222 -163.684333 -163. 728368 
(53 + 41 ) -163.663741 -163.661852 -163.701175 
(55 + 24) -163.646953 -163.645065 -·163.690591 
(60 + 13) -163.640995 -163.639106 -163.680171 
(57 + 21 ) -163.597840 -163.595951 -163.640063 
(59 + 18) -163.594143 -163.592255 -163.635285 
(61 + 18) -163.594142 -163.592254 -163.635285 
(51 + 36) -163.590387 -163.588499 -163.625315 
(50 + 36) -163.588530 -1 63.586641 -163.631733 
(52 + 42) -163.576998 -163.575109 -163.622842 
(53 + 43) -163.546187 -163.544299 -163.592983 
(54 + 45) -163.527203 -163.525314 -163.571080 
(49 + 38) -163.52567 4 -163.523785 -163.571574 
(53+13+25) -163.515186 -163.512353 -163.570030 
(41 + 12 + 28) -163.506226 -163.503392 -163.553627 
(52 + 12 + 23) -163.503249 -1 63.500417 -163 .558032 
(54 + 44) -163.501073 -163.499184 -163.538802 
(54 + 46) -163.500067 -163.498178 -163.543882 
(51 + 15 + 25) -163.495515 -163.492682 -163.540736 
(51 + 37) -163.494105 -163.492216 -163.547940 
(48 + 12 + 25) -163.494597 -163.491763 -163.548856 
(50 + 15 + 25) -163.493658 -163.490824 -163.547154 
(50 + 37) -163.492248 -163.490358 -163.554358 
(53 + 12 + 24} -163.484630 -163.481798 -163.540407 
(51 +12+22) -163.481892 -163.4 79060 -163.527084 
(50 + 12 + 22) -163.480035 -163.477202 -163.533502 
0 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 32. Combined MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction Products.a,b 
(continued} 
Reaction E {OK} H (298 K} G {298 K} 
(55 + 13 + 18) -163.465575 -163 .4627 43 -1 63.517807 
(47 + 12 + 25) -163.448809 -163.445976 -163.504429 
(52 + 40) -163.445959 -163.444070 -163 .493268 
(49 + 12 + 21 } -1 63.443404 -163.440572 -163.498363 
(52 + 14 +25) -163.439848 -1 63.437015 -163.494903 
(49 + 39) -163.436450 -163.434562 -163.483121 
(28 + 20 + 25) -163.433871 -163.431037 -163.490985 
(36+12 + 20} -163.417351 -163.41 4519 -163.4 73036 
(56 + 14 + 18) -163.410887 -163.408054 -163 .462832 
(42 + 12 + 27) -163.407368 -163.404534 -163 .462983 
(38 + 12 + 19) -163.399635 -163.396802 -163.455060 
(51 + 18 + 28) -163.394973 -163.392140 -163.440857 
(41 + 12 + 12 + 15) -163.394834 -163.391057 -163.451099 
(50 + 18 + 28) -163.393116 -163.390282 -163.447275 
(43 + 12 + 28) -163.388672 -163.385839 -163.445435 
(27 + 19 + 25} -163.387079 -163.384245 -163.442955 
(53 + 11 + 23) -163.380638 -163.378750 -163.423794 
(49 + 16 + 25) -163.379591 -163.376758 -163 .435063 
(53 + 18 + 20) -163.379452 -163.376620 -163.436126 
(32 + 12 + 12+12) -163.374279 -163.370503 -163.436481 
(28 + 12 + 13 + 25) -163.357671 -163.353893 -163.422482 
(45 + 11 + 25) -163.349459 -163.347570 -163.391410 
(52 + 18 + 19) -163.344774 -163.341942 -163 .400406 
(54 + 19 + 15) -163.342934 -163.340101 -163.398169 
(36 + 12 + 12 + 13} -163.341151 -163.337375 -163 .404533 
(54 + 28 + 14) -163.337 466 -163.334632 -163.392787 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 32. Combined MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ E nergies, Enthalpies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction Products."•b 
(continued} 
Reaction E (0 K) H {298 K} G {298 K} 
(27 + 12+12 + 23) -163.333620 -1 63.329843 -163.398174 
(28 + 12 + 12 + 24) -163.327115 -163.323338 -163.392859 
(44 + 11 + 25) -163.323329 -163.321440 -163.359132 
(46 + 11 + 25) -163.322322 -163 .320433 -1 63.364211 
(57 + 16+18) -163.322092 -163.319259 -163.374355 
(25+12+15 + 20) -163.322479 -163.318702 -163.388457 
(37 + 12 + 20) -163.321069 -163.318236 -163.395661 
(21 + 12 + 12 + 19) -163 .317365 -163.313589 -163.381849 
(33 + 12+12 + 12) -163.315822 -163.312046 -163.374143 
(39+12 + 19) -163.310411 -163.307579 -163 .366607 
(22+12+12+20) -163.308856 -163.305080 -163.37 4805 
( 53 + 12 + 13 + 18) -163.303252 -163.299476 -163.367623 
(49 + 18 + 27) -163.301183 -163 .298350 -163.357061 
(42 + 11 +28) -163.296872 -163 .294982 -163.341056 
(51 + 12 + 15 + 18) -163 .283581 -163 .279805 -163.338329 
(38 + 12 + 12 + 14) -163.282775 -163.278998 -163.347150 
(48 + 12 + 12 + 18) -163.282663 -163.278886 -163.346449 
(50 + 12 + 15 + 18) -163.281724 -163.277947 -163.344747 
(49 + 11 + 22) -163.277606 -163.275718 -163.321361 
( 43 + 12 + 12 + 15) -163.277280 -163.273504 -163.342907 
(40 + 12 + 27) -163.276329 -163.273495 -163.333409 
(58 + 17) -163.272993 -163.271105 -163.314048 
(42 + 12+ 12 + 16) -163.273841 -163.270064 -163.338577 
(27 + 12 + 14+25) -163.270218 -163.266440 -163.335044 
(36 + 11 + 19) -163.260062 -163.258174 -163.303078 
(45 + 12 + 26} -163.257601 -163.254 769 -163.312439 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 32. Combined MP2/aug-cc-pVDlJ/MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction Products.11' 6 
(continued} 
Reaction E {OK} H {298 K} G {298 K} 
(25 + 12 + 16 + 19) -163.253552 -163.249775 -163.318549 
(25 + 12 + 12 + 13 + 15) -163.246279 -163.241558 -163.319954 
(37+12 + 12+13) -163.244870 -163.241093 -163.327159 
(47 + 12+12+18) -163.236875 -163.233099 -163.302022 
(44 + 12 + 26) -163.231471 -163.228639 -163.280161 
(22 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 13) -163.232657 -163.227937 -163.306303 
(46 + 12 + 26) -163.230465 -163.227633 -163.285241 
(52 + 12 + 14 + 18) -163.22791 4 -163.224138 -163.292496 
(53+14 + 26) -163.225379 -163.222547 -163.281694 
(54+12 + 14+15) -163.22607 4 -163.222297 -163.290259 
(28 + 11 +12+23) -163.223123 -163.220290 -163.276246 
(28 + 12 + 18 + 20) -163.221937 -163.218160 -163.288578 
(24+12 + 12 + 12 + 15) -163.215723 -163.211003 -163.290331 
(49 + 15 + 26) -163.199371 -163.196539 -163.256042 
(21 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 14) -163.200505 -163.195785 -163.273939 
(23 + 12+12+12+16) -163.200093 -163.195373 -163.273768 
(39+12 + 12+14) -163.193551 -163.189775 -163.258697 
(42+11 +12+15) -163.185480 -163.182647 -163.238528 
(28 + 19 + 26) -1 63.184724 -163.181891 -163.242056 
(30+11+12+12) -163.181998 -163.179166 -163.225782 
(27 + 12 + 18 + 19) -163.175145 -163.171368 -163.240548 
(40+11+28) -163.165833 -163.163943 -163.211482 
(49 + 12 + 16 + 18) -163.167657 -163.163881 -163.232656 
(25+11+15+19) -163.165190 -163.162357 -163.218499 
(37+ 11+19) -163.163781 -163.161892 -163.225704 
{28 + 11 + 14 + 25} -163.159722 -163.156888 -163.213117 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 32. Combined MP2/aug-cc-pVDl//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction Products."•b 
(continued} 
Reaction E {OK} H {298 K} G {298 K} 
(22 + 11 + 12 + 19) -163.151567 -163.148735 -163.204847 
(28 + 12 + 12+13+18) -163.145737 -163.141016 -163.220075 
(36 + 11 + 12 + 14) -163.143202 -163.140370 -163.195168 
(40 + 12 + 12 + 16) -163.142802 -163.139025 -163.209003 
(45 + 11 + 12 + 18) -163.137525 -163.134693 -163.189003 
(25 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 16) -163.136692 -163.131971 -163.210639 
(55 + 14 + 17) -163.134677 -163.131845 -163.187946 
(29 + 12 + 12 + 25) -163.115721 -163.111944 -163.179929 
(31 + 11 +12+12) -163. 111550 -163.108718 -163.162630 
(44 +1 1 + 12+18) -163.111395 -163.108563 -163.156725 
(35 + 11 + 12 + 12) -163.111352 -163.108520 -163.168720 
(23 + 11 + 12 + 12 + 15) -163.111731 -163.107955 -163.173718 
( 46 + 11 + 12 + 18) -163.110388 -163.107556 -163.161804 
(20 + 12 + 12 + 15 + 18) -163.110545 -163.105825 -163.186050 
(53 + 11 + 14 + 18) -163.105303 -163.102471 -163.158258 
(57 + 15+17) -1 63.100782 -163.097949 -163.153810 
(34 + 11 + 12 + 12) -163.095350 -163.092518 -163.147395 
(53 + 17 + 19) -1 63.089214 -163.086382 -163.145672 
(49 + 11 + 15 + 18) -163.079295 -163.076463 -163.132606 
(26 + 12 + 15 + 19) -163.073332 -163.069556 -163.139528 
(28 + 12 +14 +26) -163.067864 -163.064087 -163.134146 
{28 + 11 + 18 + 19) -163.064648 -163.061815 -163.118620 
(49 + 17 + 28) -163.057738 -163.054905 -163.114638 
(27 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 18) -163.058284 -163.053563 -163.132637 
( 40 + 11 + 12 + 15) -163.054441 -163.051608 -163.108954 
{25 + 11 + 12 + 14 + 15) -163.048330 -163.044553 -163.110589 
3 Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 32. Combined MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, Enthalpies, 
and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction Products.0'b 
(continued} 
Reaction E {OK) H {298 K} 
(37 + 11 + 12 + 14) -163.046920 -163.044087 
(19 + 12 + 12 + 16 + 18) -163.041 618 -163. 036898 
{22 + 11 + 12 + 12 + 14} -163.034 707 -163.030931 
(12 + 12 + 12 + 13 + 15 + 18) -163 .034345 -163.028681 
(45 + 12 + 12 + 17) -163.004576 -163.000800 
(44 + 12 + 12 + 17) -162.978446 -162.974670 
( 46 + 12 + 12 + 17) -162.977440 -162.973664 
(53 + 12 + 14 + 17) -162.972354 -162 .968578 
(26 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 15) -162.956472 -162.951752 
(19 + 11 + 12 + 15 + 18) -162.953256 -162.949480 
(28 + 11 +12+14+18) -162.947788 -162.944011 
( 49 + 12 + 15 + 17) -162.946346 -162.942570 
(28 + 12 + 17 + 19) -162.931699 -162.927922 
(12 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 16 + 18) -162.924758 -162.919094 
(29 + 12 + 12 + 12+18) -162.903787 -162.899067 
(11 +12+12 + 14 + 15 + 18) -162.836396 -162.831676 
(19 + 12 + 12 + 15 + 17) -162 .820307 -1 62.81 5587 
(28 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 17) -162.814839 -162.810118 
{12 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 15 + 17) -162.703447 -162.697783 
3Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 





















Table 33. Combined QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, 
Enthalpies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction 
Products.a,h 
Reaction E {OK} H {298 K} G {298 KL_ 
(56 + 23) -163.875214 -163.873325 -1 63.917360 
(53 + 41 ) -163.846068 -163.844179 -163.883502 
(55 + 24) -163.827666 -163.825778 -163.871304 
(60 + 13) -163.824227 -163.822338 -163 .863403 
(51 + 36) -163.7731 81 -163.771293 -163.808109 
(57 + 21 ) -163.772413 -163.770524 -163.814636 
(50 + 36) -163.771319 -163.769430 -163.814522 
(59 + 18) -163.770233 -163.768345 -163.811375 
(61 + 18) -163. 770232 -163. 768344 -163.811375 
(52 + 42) -163.755679 -163.753790 -163.801523 
(53 + 43) -163.724933 -163. 723045 -163.771729 
(54 + 45) -163.707111 -163.705222 -163.750988 
(49 + 38) -163.705195 -163. 703306 -163.751095 
(53+13 + 25) -163.692929 -163.690096 -163.747773 
(54 + 44) -163.688737 -163.686848 -163. 726466 
(54 + 46) -163.687727 -163.685838 -163.731542 
(41 + 12 + 28) -163.688244 -163.685410 -163. 735645 
(52 + 12 + 23) -163.682471 -163.679639 -163.737254 
(51 + 15 + 25) -163.666197 -163.663364 -163.711418 
(51 + 37) -163.664785 -163.662896 -163.718620 
(50 + 15+25) -163.664334 -163.661500 -163.717830 
(50 + 37) -163.662923 -163.661033 -163. 725033 
(48 + 12 + 25) -163.655932 -163.653098 -163.710191 
(51 + 12 + 22) -163.655375 -163.652543 -163.700567 
(53 + 12 + 24) -163.654773 -163.651941 -163. 710550 
{50 + 12 + 22} -163.653513 -163.650680 -163. 706980 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 33. Combined QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZJ/MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ Energies, 
Enthalpies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction 
Products.0 'b {continued} 
Reaction E (0 K} H (298 K} G (298 K} 
(55 + 13 + 18) -163.652092 -163.649260 -163.704324 
(52 + 40) -163.621866 -163.619977 -163.669175 
(49 + 39) -163.614615 -163.612727 -163.661286 
(52 + 14+25) -163.615406 -163.612573 -163.670461 
(49 + 12+21) -163.607364 -163.604532 -163.662323 
(28 + 20 + 25) -163.606830 -163.603996 -163.663944 
(56 + 14 + 18) -163.594419 -163.591586 -163.646364 
(42 + 12 + 27) -163.588895 -163.586061 -163.644510 
(36 + 12 + 20) -163.588365 -163.585533 -163.644050 
(38 + 12 + 19) -163.580157 -163.577324 -163.635582 
(51 + 18+28) -163.577916 -163.575083 -163.623800 
(27 + 19 + 25) -163.577270 -163.574436 -163.633146 
(50 + 18 + 28) -163.576054 -163.573220 -163.630213 
(43 + 12+28) -163.5671 10 -163.564277 -163.623873 
(53+11 + 23) -163.563934 -163.562046 -163.607090 
(41 + 12 + 12 + 15) -163.562794 -163.559017 -163.619059 
(49 + 16+25) -163.554192 -163.551359 -163.609664 
(53+18 + 20) -163 .550923 -163.548091 -163.607597 
(47 + 12 + 25) -163.536860 -163.534027 -163.592480 
{28+12 + 13 + 25) -163.535106 -163.531328 -163.599917 
(52 + 18 + 19) -163.530323 -163.527491 -163.585955 
(32 + 12+12 + 12) -163.529401 -163.525625 -163.591603 
(54 + 19 + 15) -163.525873 -163.523040 -163.581108 
(45 + 11 + 25) -163.523482 -163.521593 -163.565433 
(54 + 28 + 14) -163.522675 -163.519841 -163.577996 
{36 + 12+12 + 13) -163.516640 -163.512864 -163.580022 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 33. Combined QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZJ/MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, 
Enthalpies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction 
Products.a,b {continued) 
Reaction E (0 K} H (298 K} G (298 K} 
(27 + 12 + 12 + 23) -163.515687 -163.511910 -163.580241 
(44 + 11 +25) -163.505108 -163.503219 -163.540911 
(57+16 + 18) -163.505510 -163.502677 -163.557773 
(46 + 11 + 25) -163.504098 -163.502209 -163.545987 
(28 + 12 + 12 + 24) -163.496950 -163.493173 -163 .562694 
(39+12 + 19) -163.489576 -163.486744 -163.545772 
(49+18 + 27) -163.488578 -163.485745 -163.544456 
(21 + 12 + 12 + 19) -163.482326 -163.478550 -163.546810 
(25 + 12 + 15 + 20) -163.481380 -163.4 77603 -163 .54 7358 
(42 + 11 + 28) -163.4 79319 -163.477429 -163.523503 
(37 + 12 + 20) -1 63.479969 -163.477136 -163.554561 
(53+12 + 13 + 18) -163.479198 -163.475422 -163.543569 
(22 + 12 + 12 + 20) -163.4 70559 -163.466783 -163.536508 
(33 + 12 + 12 + 12) -163.470431 -163.466655 -163.528752 
(58 + 17) -163.460365 -163.458477 -163.501420 
(49 + 11 + 22) -163.456461 -163.454573 -163.500216 
(40+12+27) -163.455081 -163.452247 -163.512161 
(51 + 12 + 15 + 18) -1 63.452466 -163.448690 -163.507214 
(38 + 12 + 12 + 14) -163.451509 -163.447732 -163.515884 
(36 + 11 + 19) -163.449228 -163.447340 -163.492244 
(50+12+15 + 18) -163 .450604 -163.446827 -163.513627 
(27 + 12+14 +25) -163.448622 -163.444844 -163.513448 
(48 + 12 + 12 + 18) -163.442202 -163 .438425 -163.505988 
(43+12 +12+ 15) -163.441660 -163.437884 -163.507287 
(42 + 12 +12+ 16) -163.440778 -163.437001 -163.505514 
(45+12 +26} -163.435840 -163 .433008 -163.490678 
3Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 33. Combined QCISD(T)/aug-cc-p VTZJ/MP2/aug-cc-p VDZ Energies, 
Enthalpies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction 
Products."·b (continued} 
Reaction E {O K) H {298 K) G {298 K) 
(25 + 12 + 16 + 19) -163.429153 -163.425376 -163.494150 
(44 +12+26) -163.417466 -163.414634 -163.466156 
(46+12 + 26) -163.416457 -163.413625 -163.471233 
(53 + 14 + 26) -163.409228 -163 .406396 -163.465543 
(25+12 + 12+13+15) -163.409656 -163.404935 -163.483331 
(37 + 12 + 12 + 13) -163.408244 -163.404467 -163.490533 
(28 + 11+12 +23) -1 63.406111 -163.403278 -163.459234 
(52 + 12 + 14 + 18) -163.401676 -163.397900 -163.466258 
(29 + 12 + 12+25) -163.398367 -163.394590 -163.462575 
(22 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 13) -163 .398834 -163.394114 -163.472480 
(54+12+14+15) -163.397225 -163.393448 -163.461410 
(28 + 12 + 18 + 20) -163.393100 -163.389323 -163.4597 41 
(28 + 19 + 26) -163.380052 -163.377219 -163.437384 
(49+15 + 26} -163.379641 -163.376809 -163.436312 
(24 + 12+12+12 + 15) 
-163.371500 -163.366780 -163.446108 
(23 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 16) -163.367570 -163.362850 -163.441245 
(27 + 12+18+19) 
-163 .363539 -163.359762 -163.428942 
(39 + 12 + 12 + 14} -163.360928 -163.357152 -163 .42607 4 
(30 + 11 + 12 + 12) -163.358953 -163.356121 -163.402737 
(42+11 +12+ 15} -163.353869 -163.351036 -163.406917 
(21 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 14} -163.353678 -163.348958 -163.427112 
(40+11 +28) -163.345506 -163.343616 -163.391155 
(25+11+15+19) 
-163.342244 -163.339411 -163.395553 
(37 + 11 + 19} -163.340832 -163.338943 -163.402755 
(49 + 12 + 16 + 18} -163.340461 -163.336685 -163.405460 
(28+11 + 14 +25} -163.339046 -163.336212 -163.392441 
3Energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 33. Combined QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, 
Enthalpies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction 
Products.a,b {continued} 
Reaction E {OK} H {298 K} G {298 K} 
(22 + 11 + 12 + 19) -163.331422 -163.328590 -163.384702 
(47+12+12+18) -163.323130 -163.319354 -163.388277 
(36 + 11 + 12 + 14) -163.320580 -163.317748 -163.372546 
(28 + 12+12+13+18) -163.321375 -163.316654 -163.395713 
(55+14+17) -163.319394 -163.316562 -163.372663 
(45+11+12+18) -1 63.309751 -163.306919 -163.361229 
(40 + 12 + 12 + 16) -163.306965 -163.303188 -163.373166 
(31 +11 +12+12) -163.300641 -163.297809 -163.351721 
(25 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 16) -163.300505 -163.295784 -163.374452 
(44+11+12+18) -163.291377 -163.288545 -163.336707 
(46 + 11 + 12 + 18) -163.290367 -163.287535 -163.341"!83 
(53+11 + 14+18) -163.283138 -163.280306 -163.336093 
(57 + 15 + 17) -1 63.281963 -163.279130 -163.334991 
(35+11+12+12) -163.280183 -163.277351 -163.337551 
{23 + 11 +12+12+15) -163.280661 -163.276885 -163.342648 
(53 + 17 + 19) -163.275149 -163.272317 -163.331607 
(34+11+12+12) -163.271627 -163.268795 -163.323672 
(20+12+12+15+18) -163.267650 -163 .262930 -163.343155 
(28+11+18+19) -163.253963 -163.251130 -163.307935 
(26+12+15+19) -163 .254602 -163.250826 -163.320798 
(49+11+15+18) -163.253552 -163.250720 -163.306863 
(28 + 12 + 14 + 26) -163.251405 -163.24 7628 -163.317687 
(49+17+28) -163.242364 -163.239531 -163.299264 
(27+12+12+14+18) -163.234891 -163.230170 -163.309244 
(40 + 11+12 + 15) -163.220055 -163.217222 -163.27 4568 
(19 + 12 + 12 + 16 + 18) -163.215422 -163.210702 -163 .289946 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 33. Combined QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Energies, 
Enthalpies, and Gibbs Free Energies for Possible Fragmentation Reaction 
Products."·6 (continued} 
Reaction E {O K} H {298 K} G {298 K} 
(25 + 11 + 12 + 14 + 15) -163.213596 -163.209819 -163.275855 
(37 + 11 + 12 + 14) -163.212184 -163 .209351 -163.283057 
(22 + 11 + 12 + 12 + 14) -163.202774 -163.198998 -163 .265004 
(12 + 12 + 12 + 13 + 15 + 18) -163.195925 -163.190261 -163.279127 
(29 + 12 + 12 + 12 + 18) -163.184636 -163.179916 -163.258371 
( 45 + 12 + 12 + 17) -163.173114 -163.169338 -163.237045 
( 44 + 12 + 12 + 17) -163.154740 -163.150964 -163.212523 
( 46 + 12 + 12 + 17) -163.153730 -163.149954 -163.217599 
(53 + 12 + 14 + 17) -163.146501 -163.142725 -163.211909 
(19 + 11 + 12 + 15 + 18) -163.128513 -163.124737 -163.191349 
(28 + 11 +12 + 14+18) -163.125315 -163.121538 -163.188237 
{26 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 15) -163.125954 -163.121234 -163.201100 
(28 + 12 + 17 + 19) -163.117326 -163.113549 -163.183751 
( 49 + 12 + 15 + 17) -163.116914 -163.113138 -163.182678 
(12 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 16 + 18) -163.086775 -163.081111 -163 .170249 
(11 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 15 + 18) -162 .999865 -162.995145 -163.071651 
{19 + 12 + 12 + 15 + 17) -162.991875 -162.987155 -163.067164 
(28 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 17) -162.988678 -162.983957 -163.064053 
{12 + 12 + 12 + 14 + 15 + 17) -162.863228 -162.857564 -162.947467 
aEnergies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies in hartrees (au). 
bThe ground state energy has been used for each fragment. 
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Table 34. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Geometries for the [H3, B, C, F]+ System.0 
Structure Bond Lengths Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 
[H3C-BF]+ R (C, H1} = 1.105 A (B, C, H1) = 109.0 D (C, B, F, H2) = 180.0 
2 R (C. H2) = 1.105 A (B, C, H2) = 109.0 
R (C, H3) = 1.105 A (B, C, H3) = 109.0 
R (C, B) = 1.500 A (H1, C, H2) =110.0 
R (B, F) = 1.251 A {H1 , C, H3} =110.0 
A (H2, C, H3) = 110.0 
A( F, B, C) = 180.0 
[H2B-CFHt R (B, H2) = 1.197 A (H2, B, H3) = 127.0 D (H2, B, C, H1) = 89.1 
1 R (B, H3) = 1.197 A (H2, B, C) = 116.5 D (H2, B, C, F) = -90.9 
R {B, C) = 1.580 A (H3, B, C) = 116.5 D (H3, B, C, H1} = -88.9 
R (H1, C) = 1.106 A (B, C, H1) = 126.7 D (H3, B, C, F) = 91.0 
R (C, F ) = 1.270 A (B, C, F) = 120.2 
A (H1, C, F) = 113.0 
[H3C-FBt R (C, F) = 1.674 A {F, C, H3) = 97.2 D (H1, C, F, B) = -60.5 
3 R (C, H1) = 1.093 A (H 1, C, H2) = 117 .8 D (H2, C, F, B) =60.5 
R (C. H2) = 1.092 A (H1, C, H3) =117.2 D (H3, C, F, B) = -180.0 
R (C, H3) = 1.093 A (H2, C, H3) = 117.3 
R (B, F) = 1.484 A (C. F, B) = 136.5 
[H2C-B-FHt R (C, H1) = 1.097 A (H1, C, H2) = 118.4 D (H3, F, B, C) = 2.3 
9 R (C, H2) = 1.097 A (H1, C, B) = 120.8 D (H1 I c. B, F) = 88.5 
R (C, B) = 1.3780 A (H2, C, B) = 120.8 D (H2, C, 8, F) = -93.1 
R (8, F) = 1 .466 A (C, B, F) = 178.4 
R (F, H3) = 0.966 A (H3, F, B) = 117.5 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
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R (C, H2) = 1.086 
R (C, F) = 1.585 
R (C, B) = 1.429 
R (8, H1) = 1.179 
R (F, H3) = 0.954 
R (8, H1) = 1.183 
R (8 , H2) = 1.184 
R(F, 8}=1 .562 
R (F, C) = 1.534 
R (C, H3} = 1.120 
R (C, H1} = 1.100 
R (C, H2} = 1.101 
R (C, 8) = 1.725 
R (C, F) = 1.672 
R (F, H3} = 0.950 
Bond Angles 
A (H1 . 8, C) = 178.3 
A (H2, C, 8) = 143.1 
A (H2, C, F) = 106.1 
A (H3, F, C) = 110.7 
A (F, C, 8) = 110.1 
A(H1, 8, H2) = 141 .8 
A (H1 I 8, F) = 110.7 
A (H2, 8 , F) = 107.5 
A (8, F, C) = 118.6 
A (H3, C, F) = 118.6 
A (H1 IC, H2} = 114.4 
A (8, C, H1} = 118.4 
A (8, C, H2} = 118.2 
A (F, C, H1) = 100.3 
A (F, C, H2) = 100.3 
A (F, C, 8 ) = 99.7 
A (H3, F, C) = 115.8 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
Dihedral Angles 
0 (H1 , 8, C, F} =-123.5 
0 (H1 I 8 , C, H2) = 68.0 
0 (H3, F, C, 8) =108.5 
0 (H1, 8, F, C) =0.1 
D (H2, 8, F, C) = -180.0 
0 (H3, C, F, 8) =180.0 
D (H3, F, C, 8) = -180.0 
D (H3, F, C, H1) = -58.6 
D (H3, F,C, H2)=58~ 
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Table 34. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Geometries for the (H3, B, C, Ft System.0 (continued) 
Structure Bond Lengths Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 
[H2BH----CFt R {B, H1} = 1.191 A {H1 , B, H2) = 111 .8 D {F, C, H2, B) = 0.1 
4 R {B, H2) = 1.341 A (H3, B, H2) = 109.2 D {H1, B, H2, C) = -0.1 
R {B, H3} = 1.190 A {H1, B, H3) = 139.0 D {H3, B, H2, C) = 180.0 
R (F, C) = 1.226 A (H2, C, F) = 104.6 
R (C, H3) = 1.440 A (B, H2, C) = 162.0 
[HC(F)H--BHt R (C, F) = 1.256 A (F, C, H1 ) = 116.7 D (H3, B, H1, C) = 135.0 
8 R (C, H1 } = 1.140 A {H2, C, H1 } = 128.7 D (H2, C, H1 , B) =-180.0 
R (C, H2) = 1.103 A {H2, C, F) = 114.5 D (F, C, H1 , B) = 0.1 
R {B, H1) = 2.153 A (H1, B, H2} = 180.0 
R (B, H3) = 1.214 A (C, H1 , B) = 176.1 
[H2C-F-BHt R (C, H1) = 1.094 A(H1,C,H2}=131.1 D {H1, C, B, F) = -79.0 
s R (C, H2) = 1.094 A (H1, C, F) = 106.5 D (H2, C, B, F) = 64.7 
R (C, F) = 1.500 A (H2, C, F) = 106.8 D (H3, F, B, C) = -173.1 
R(B, F)=1 .516 A (C, F, B) = 166.8 
R (B, H3) =1.198 A (H3, B, F) = 109.6 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
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Table 35. QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ Geometries for the [H3, B, C, F]+ System.4 
Structure Bond Lengths Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 
[HJC-BF]+ R (C, H1) = 1.107 A (B, C, H1) = 109.0 D(C,B,F,H2}=180~ 
2 R (C, H2) = 1.107 A (B. C, H2) = 109.0 
R (C, H3) = 1.107 A (B. C, H3) = 109.0 
R (C, B) = 1.506 A (H1, C, H2) = 109.9 
R (B, F) = 1.251 A (H1, C, H3) = 109.9 
A (H2, C, H3) = 109.9 
A (F, B, C) = 180.0 
[H2B-CFHt R (B, H2) = 1 .200 A (H2. B, H3) = 127.0 D (H2, B, C, H1) = 89.1 
1 R (B, H3} = 1.200 A (H2, B, C) = 116.5 D (H2, B, C, F) = -9 1.0 
R (B, C) = 1.588 A (H3, B, C) = 116.4 D (H3, B, C, H1) = -88.9 
R (H1, C) = 1.108 A (B, C, H1) = 126.7 D (H3, B, C, F) =- 91 .0 
R (C, F ) = 1.273 A (B, C, F) = 120.3 
A (H1, C, F) = 113.0 
lH3C-FB]+ R (C, F) = 1.682 A (F, C, H3) = 97.2 D(H1,C,F,B)=-60.4 
3 R (C, H1) = 1.095 A (H1, C, H2) = 117.8 D (H2, C, F, B) = 60.5 
R (C, H2) = 1.095 A (H1, C, H3) = 117.3 D (H3, C, F, B) = -180.0 
R (C, H3) = 1.094 A (H2, C, H3) =117.4 
R (B, F) = 1.488 A (C, F, B) = 138.1 
[H2C-B-FH]+ R (C, H1) = 1.099 A(H1 , C,H2)=117.4 D (H3, F, B, C) = -0.0 
9 R (C, H2) = 1.099 A (H1, C, B) = 120.5 D (H1, C, B, F) = 97.3 
R (C, B) = 1.392 A (H2, C, B) = 120.6 D (H2, C, B, F) = -97.2 
R (B, F) = 1.476 A (C, B, F) = 161 .3 
R (F, H3) = 0.960 A (H3, F, B) = 117.2 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
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R (C, H2) = 1.087 
R (C, F) = 1.618 
R (C, B) = 1.433 
R (8, H1) = 1.181 
R (F, H3) = 0.949 
R (B, H1) = 1.187 
R (B, H2) = 1.187 
R (F,6)=1 .544 
R (F, C) = 1.558 
R (C, H3) = 1.127 
R (C, H1) = 1.102 
R (C, H2) = 1.102 
R (C, 8) = 1.738 
R (C, F) = 1.719 
R (F, H3) = 0.944 
Bond Angles 
A (H1, B, C) = 178.2 
A (H2, C, B) = 145.7 
A (H2, C, F) = 104.9 
A(H3, F, C)= 111 .2 
A (F, C, 8) = 108.5 
A (H1, B, H2) = 140.5 
A (H1 I B, F) = 111 .2 
A (H2, B, F) = 108.3 
A (B, F, C) = 119.5 
A (H3, C, F) = 94.0 
A{H1, C, H2) = 114.5 
A (B, C, H1) = 119.1 
A (B, C, H2) = 119.1 
A (F, C, H1) = 99.0 
A (F, C, H2) = 99.0 
A (F, C, B) = 99.2 
A (H3, F, C) = 116.6 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
Dihedral Angles 
D (H1, B, C, F) = -108.4 
D (H1, B, C, H2) = 84.8 
0 (H3, F, C, 8) =109.0 
D (H1 I B, F, C) =0.2 
0 (H2, B, F, C) = -180.0 
O(H3,C,F,B)=180~ 
D (H3, F, C, B) = 180.0 
D {H3, F, C, H1) = -58.5 
D (H3, F, C, H2) =58.3 
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Table 35. QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ Geometries for the [H3, B, C, Ft System.0 
(continued) 
Structure Bond Lengths Bond Angles Dihedral Angles 
[H2BH-CF]+ R (B, H1) = 1.194 A (H1 I B, H2) = 111 .5 D (F, C, H2, B) = 0.1 
4 R (B, H2) = 1.352 A (H3, B, H2) = 109.0 D (H1 I B, H2, C) = -0.0 
R (B, H3) = 1.192 A (H1 I B, H3) = 139.5 D (H3, B, H2, C) = 180.0 
R (F, C) = 1.235 A (H2, C, F) = 104.4 
R (C, H3) = 1.426 A (B, H2, C) = 162.3 
[HC(F)H-BH)+ R (C, F) = 1.257 A (F, C, H1 ) = 116.8 D (H3, B, H1 , C) = 161.0 
8 R (C, H1} = 1.135 A (H2, C, H1) = 128.4 D (H2, C, H1IB) =180.0 
R (C, H2) = 1.106 A (H2, C, F) = 114.8 D (F, C, H1 , B) = -0.2 
R (B, H1) = 2.191 A (H1 I B, H2) = 180.0 
R (B, H3) = 1.220 A (C, H1 , B) = 176.1 
[H2C-F-BHt R (C, H1) = 1.091 A (H1, C, H2) = 132.7 D(H1 , C,B,F)=-75.4 
5 R (C, H2) = 1.091 A (H1 IC, F) = 108.8 D (H2, C, B, F) = 75.4 
R (C, F) = 1.485 A (H2, C, F) = 108.8 D (H3, F, B, C) = -180.0 
R ( B, F) = 1.555 A (C, F, B) = 149.9 
R (B, H3) =1.198 A (H3, B, F) = 109.2 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
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R (B, H) = 1.244 
R (B, H) = 1 .208 
R (F, C) = 1.173 
R (F, C) = 1.300 
R (F, B) = 1.304 
R (F, B) = 1.242 
R (F, H) = 0.925 
R (F, H) = 1.008 
R (C, H) = 1.139 
R (C, H) = 1.130 
R (B, C) = 1.292 
R (F, B) = 1.309 
R (B, C) = 1.500 
R (C, F) = 1.335 
R (C, B) = 1.454 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
Bond Angles 
A (F, B, C) = 180.0 
A (F, C, B) = 121 .0 
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R (B, F) = 1 .249 
R (B, C) = 1.647 
R (C, F) = 1.235 
R (C, B) =2.017 
R (C, F} = 1.326 
R (C, B) = 1.661 
R (F, B) = 1.308 
R (F, C) = 2.824 
R (C, F) = 1.333 
R (C, H) =1.128 
R (H, F) = 0.925 
R (H, C) =23.537 
R (C, F) = 1.218 
R(C, H)=1 .119 
R (F, C) = 1.634 
R (F, H) =0.963 
R (H, F) = 0.938 
R {H, B) = 2.205 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
Bond Angles 
A (F, B, C) = 180.0 
A {F, C, B) = 180.0 
A (F, C, B) = 115.0 
A(F, C, H) = 101 .6 
A (F, C, H) = 124.4 
A (C, F, H) = 116.0 
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Table 36. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Geometries for Singlet and Doublet Fragments.0 
(continued) 
Number Structure Bond Lengths Bond Angles 
42 F-B-H 
43 (H-F---B)• 
44 B-C-H (bent) 






R (B, F) = 1.343 
R (B, H) = 1.208 
R (F, H) = 0.949 
R (F, B) = 1.868 
R (C, H) =1.182 
R (C, B) =1.402 
R (C, H) =1.081 
R (C, B) =1.321 
R (B, H) =1 .183 
R (B, C) =1.345 
R(C, H)=1 .123 
R(C,8) =1 .446 
R (B, H) =1.193 
R (B, C) =1 .371 
R (B, H1 ) = 1.199 
R (B, H2) = 1.199 
R (B, H1) = 1.183 
R (B, H2) = 1.183 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
A (F, B, H) = 120.6 
A (B, C, H) = 75.8 
A (B, C , H) = 180.0 
A (C, B. H) = 180.0 
A (C, B, H) = 109.2 
A (C, B, H) = 180.0 
A (H1, B, H2) = 128.1 
A (H1 , B, H2) = 180.0 
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C H3 • (plannar) 
BH3 (plannar) 
Bond Lengths 
R (B, H1) = 1.183 
R (B, H2) = 1 .183 
R (C, H1) = 1.103 
R (C, H2) = 1.103 
R (C, H1) = 1.120 
R (C, H2) = 1.120 
R (F, H1) = 0.969 
R (F, H2) = 0.969 
R (C, H1 } = 1.088 
R {C, H2) = 1.088 
R (C, H3) = 1.088 
R (C, H1 ) = 1.098 
R (C, H2) = 1.098 
R (C, H3) = 1.098 
R (B, H1) = 1.202 
R {B, H2) = 1.202 
R (B, H3) = 1.202 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
Bond Angles 
A {H1, B, H2) = 180.0 
A (H1, C, H2) = 139.3 
A {H1. C, H2) = 101.5 
A {H1, F, H2) = 111 .8 
A {H1, C, H2) = 120.0 
A (H1, C, H3) = 120.0 
A (H2, C, H3) = 120.0 
A (H1, C, H2) = 120.0 
A (H1, C, H3) = 120.0 
A (H2, C, H3) = 120.0 
A {H 1, B, H2) = 120.0 
A {H1, B, H3) = 120.0 
A (H2. B, H3) = 120.0 
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Table 36. MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ Geometries for Singlet and Doublet Fragments.0 
(continued 





R (C, H1) = 1.105 
R (C, H2) = 1.105 
R (C, H3) = 1.105 
R (C, B) = 1.554 
R (C, H1 ) = 1.109 
R (C, H2) = 1 .109 
R (C, H3) = 1.109 
R (C, B) = 1.494 
R (C, H1) = 1.099 
R (C, H2) = 1.099 
R (C, H3) = 1.099 
R (C, F) = 1.409 
R (B, H1 ) = 2.125 
R (B, H2) = 2.125 
R (B, H3) = 2.125 
R (B, C) = 1 .493 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
A {H1. C, H2) = 109.0 
A {H1, C, H3) = 109.0 
A (H2, C, H3) = 109.0 
A (B, C, H 1) = 110.0 
A (B, C, H2) = 110.0 
A (B, C , H3) = 110.0 
A (H1, C, H2) = 110.3 
A {H1 , C, H3) = 110.3 
A (H2, C, H3) = 110.3 
A (B, C, H1) = 108.6 
A (B, C, H2) = 108.6 
A (B, C, H3) = 108.6 
A (H1, C, H2) = 110.6 
A (H1 , C, H3) = 110.6 
A (H2, C, H3) = 110.6 
A (F, C, H1 ) = 108.3 
A {F, C, H2) = 108.3 
A (F, C, H3} = 108.3 
A {H1 I B, H2) = 50.7 
A (H1, B, H3) = 50.7 
A (H2, B, H3} = 50.7 
A (C, B, H1 ) = 29.6 
A (C, B, H2} = 29.6 
A (C, B, H3} = 29.6 
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Bond Lengths Bond Angles 
R (8, H) = 1.198 
R (F, C) = 1.228 
R (F, C) = 1.351 
R (F, 8) = 1.353 
R (F, B) = 1.760 
R (F, H) = 3.746 
R (F, H) = 2.891 
R (C, H) = 1.137 
R (C, H) = 1.096 
R (8, F) = 1.256 A (F, 8 , C) = 180.0 
R (8, C) = 1.456 
R (C, F) = 1.229 A (F, C, 8) = 179.9 
R (C, 8) =1.428 
R (F, 8) = 1.306 
R (F, C) = 2.913 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
bStructures 20, 29, 30, 31 , 34 are not stable as a triplet or quartet. 
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Bond Lengths Bond Angles 
R (C, F) = 0.927 A (F, C, H) = 103.2 
R (C, H) =2.511 
R (H, F) = 0.925 
R (H, C) =19.694 
R (C, F) = 1.331 
R (C, H) =1 .314 
A (F, C, H) = 88.7 
R (F, C) = 1.470 A (C, F, H) = 11 2.6 
R (F, H) =0.969 
R (H, F) = 0.930 
R (H, 8) = 2.449 
R (8, F) = 1.244 
R (8, H) = 2.738 
R (8, F) = 1.353 
R (8, H) = 3.618 
R (F, H) = 0.962 
R(F, 8)= 1.536 
A (F, 8, H) = 94.9 
A (F, B, H) = 88.4 
R (8 , H) =1 .179 A (C, 8 , H) = 180.0 
R (8 , C) =1 .357 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
bThe only fragment for which different cormectivities obtained for singlet and triplet spin 
states. 
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Bond Lengths Bond Angles 
R (C, H) =1.081 A (B, C, H) = 180.0 
R (C, B) =1.364 
R (B, H) =1.180 A (C, B, H) = 180.0 
R (B, C) =1 .358 
R (B, H) =1.180 A (C, B, H) = 180.0 
R (8, C) =1.452 
R (B, H1) = 1.268 A (H1, B, H2) = 53.5 
R (B, H2) = 1.268 
R (B, H1) = 1.291 A (H1, B, H2) = 65.5 
R (B, H2) = 1.291 
R (C, H1) = 1.194 A (H1, C, H2) = 75.0 
R (C, H2) = 1.194 
R (C, H1 ) = 1.089 A (H1, C, H2) = 132.5 
R (C, H2) = 1.089 
0 Bond lengths in angstroms. Bond angles in degrees. 
bStructures 47, 50, 54 are not stable as a triplet or quartet. Structures 55-61 have not yet 
been calculated as a triplet or quartet. 
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TRIA TOMI CS: 
LUMO 
~ LUMO 
0 • HOMO 
~ 
HOMO 









































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4. Novel structures for complexes of [H3, B, C, F]+ 
[H3C-BF]+ 2 [H2B-CFH]+ 1 
[H3C-FB]+ 3 [H2C-B-FH]+ 9 
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Figure 4. Novel structures for complexes of [H3, B, C, F]+ 
(continued) 
[HF-C(H)-BH]+ 7 [H2B-F-CH]+ 10 
[H2C(B)-FH]+ 6 [H2C-F-BH]+ 5 
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Figure 4. Novel structures for complexes of [H3, B, C, F]+ 
(continued) 
[H2BH----CF]+ 4 
[HC(F)H----BH]+ 8 
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